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ABSTRACT

The lithium rechargeable battery is the newest member of the rechargeable 

battery family and is best known for its high energy density, long battery life, low 

self-discharge rate and light weight This battery may become one of the most important 

energy sources in consumer market, industrial and military applications. Intercalation 

compounds play a critical role in determining the overall performance o f a lithium 

rechargeable battery. The common intercalation materials for battery applications are 

layered structure LixCoO;, spinel Li^MnzO^ and lithium vanadium oxides, Li^VzO; and 

LLV3O,.

Three distinct Li^ViOj phases, 5, e, and y-Li^VjOj, were obtained through a 

chemical intercalation reaction and solid state reactions. In&ared and Raman spectra 

were recorded for the three phases. The spectral changes were interpreted in terms of the 

local structural changes of the vanadium-oxygen polyhedra. Although the 5 and e 

phases have very similar powder x-ray dif&action patterns, IR and Raman studies 

showed these two phases adopt distinctive local structural environments. These results 

demonstrate that IR and Raman spectroscopy are important techniques for the structural 

analysis of intercalation materials.

Single crystals of Li, iVjOg and ®Li, iVjOg were prepared using solid state 

synthesis techniques. IR spectra and polarized Raman spectra were recorded on the 

Li, iVjOg and ®Li,jVjOg crystals and a lithiated phase, Lî V̂ Og. Factor group analysis 

method was used to interpret the spectral changes. These spectroscopic results provide 

insight into the structural modifications originating from lithium 

intercalation/deintercalation processes.

XVI



\n situ  Raman spectra of Li^VjOj were successfully recorded on a operating 

lithium rechargeable battery. Distinctive spectral changes were observed at different 

lithium intercalation levels and interpreted in terms of the slight rearrangements of the

V-0 structural units. The results show that in situ Raman spectroscopy may become an 

important nondestructive technique in investigating the irreversible structural changes in 

electrode materials and evaluating battery performance.

For the first time novel mesostructural materials were synthesized as electrode 

materials for the lithium rechargeable battery. The well-ordered mesostructural 

materials provide an ideal host for lithium transport processes. The preliminary results 

on the manganese oxide-based cathode and tin oxide-based anode show that the 

templating synthesis technique may provide important electrode materials for battery 

applications.
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Chapter I INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

Batteries in the marketplace are of two types: primary and rechargeable batteries, with 

world battery sales currently around 20 billion dollars a year. Conventional rechargeable 

batteries such as lead-acid, nickel-cadmium (Ni-cad), and nickel metal hydride batteries 

occupy a large part o f the market [1]. However, increasing use of the heavy 

metal-containing rechargeable batteries has raised many environmental concerns. On the 

other hand, the miniaturization trend and rapid developments in portable electronics such 

as mobile phones, laptop computers, and video cameras have created an increasing 

demand for lightweight, compact, and high energy density batteries. In response to this 

demand, lithium rechargeable batteries have attracted intense interest both in 

fundamental research and industrial applications since the early 1970's [2-28].

The lithium rechargeable battery is best known for its high energy density, long cycling 

life, low self-discharge rate, and light weight. Fig. I-l compares the gravimetric and 

volumetric energy densities of the lithium rechargeable battery and conventional 

rechargeable batteries. The most attractive merit of the lithium rechargeable battery is 

that the working voltage is at least two and a half times that of conventional batteries. 

Table I-l summarizes some properties of different batteries.
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Fig. I-l Comparison of the gravimetric and volumetric energy densities 
o f rechargeable batteries [25]

Table I-l Performance comparison of size AA batteries [8]

Performance
Primary
alkaline

Lead
acid

Secondary
alkaline

Nickel Nickel Lithium 
cadmium hydride manganese

Lithium
ion

Capacity
(Ah/cell)

2.2 0.3 0.75 0.7 1 0.6 0.5

voltage
(V)

1.25 2 1.25 1 .20 1.2 2.8 3

Wh/cycle 2.75 0.6 0.94 0.84 1.2 1.5 1.5

No. of cycles 1 400 30 400 500 200 800

Wh/ail cycles 2.75 240 28 336 600 300 1200

Retail price 
($/cell)

0.75 1 1.4 2.5 5 7 6.5

Ah = Ampere-hours, Wh=watt«hours



The working mechanism of a lithium rechargeable battery is based on the reversible 

insertion of lithium ions in solid hosts. A typical lithium rechargeable battery is 

schematically illustrated in Fig. 1-2. An intercalation compound is used as the positive 

electrode and metallic Li (A) or another intercalation compound (B) such as graphite is 

used as the anode. Electrolytes are ion-conducting, non-aqueous solvent/lithium salt 

complexes or high molecular weight polymer/lithium salt complexes. Although anions 

may participate in the charge transport during the cell operation, LV cations are the 

primary contributor to the ionic conductivity of the electrolyte [29, 30]. During the 

discharge process lithium ions form at the anode, are then transported through the 

electrolyte and finally intercalate into the host structures of the cathode. The opposite 

electrochemical process occurs during the charge cycle. The performance o f a lithium 

rechargeable battery depends on the choice of cathode, anode, electrolyte and their 

interfacial behavior.

1.2 Materials Overview in Lithium Batteries.

1.2.1 Anode Materials

Metallic lithium was the natural choice as the anode in lithium rechargeable batteries 

due to its high specific capacity (3861 Wh/kg) and the highest electropositive potential. 

In the 70's and 80's, almost all lithium battery work was based on metallic Li as the 

anode. However the use of lithium metal presented some technical concerns. Due to its
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high chemical activity, lithium may react with organic electrolytes during the storage and 

cycling processes and lead to the formation of dendrites and passivating layers [31]. 

Accumulation of dendrites and passivating layers increases the impedance on the 

lithium/electrolyte interface and eventually contributes to the battery failure through 

internal shorting [25, 32]. The use of metallic lithium as the anode in lithium 

rechargeable batteries has been limited by safety considerations.

The "rocking-chair" or lithium ion battery concept was proposed to cope with the 

disadvantages from the use o f a metallic lithium anode [33-35]. In a rocking-chair 

battery, an insertion material is used as the cathode and another insertion material as the 

anode. The cell voltage is determined by the potential differences of the two insertion 

compounds. Lithium ions can reversibly transfer between the two electrodes and 

"rocking-chair" refers to the to-and-fro motion of the lithium ions during cycling. 

However, the lithium ion transport process does not involve oxidation of metallic 

lithium, nor reduction of LT to Li(s). Carbonaceous materials (carbon black or graphite) 

have been extensively studied as the insertion anode [36-40]. The rocking-chair battery 

is usually assembled in the discharged state. During the charging operation, lithium ions 

are forced to move into the carbon layers. Six carbon atoms can accept up to one lithium 

atom and form the LiC^ complex with an anode capacity of 372 Ah/kg. The working 

voltage and energy density o f the rocking-chair battery are lower compared to the battery 

with a metallic lithum anode.



Improvements in safety and cyciability make the lithium ion battery especially 

promising. Sony Energytec first commercialized a lithium ion battery based on this 

concept in 1990 and it has been a great success [20, 41]. The Sony lithium ion battery 

uses a carbon material as the insertion anode and Li^CoOi as the cathode. Other 

intercalation materials, such as lithium metallic alloys [42], transition metal oxides [43, 

44], chalcogenides, and redox polymers [45] have also been explored as possible anodes 

in lithium rechargeable batteries. Fauteux and Koksbang reviewed different anodes in 

lithium rechargeable batteries [46]. Table 1-2 lists some intercalation anode materials 

and their electrochemical behavior.

1.2.2 Electrolytes

The choice of the electrolyte is determined by the materials compatibility and the 

magnitude of the open circuit voltage of a battery. The electrolyte should not be reduced 

or oxidized by the electrodes. From a thermodynamic standpoint, the highest 

electron-donor state in the anode should lie below the lowest electron-acceptor state in 

the electrolyte, or the lowest electron-acceptor state in the cathode should lie above the 

highest electron-donor state of the electrolyte. Therefore, non-aqueous electrolytes are 

required for high voltage lithium batteries. In addition to high conductivity, electrolytes 

should be chemically stable with respect to the electrodes up to an operating voltage of 4 

volts in a typical lithium battery. Organic solvents, such as ethylene carbonate (EC),



propylene carbonate (PC), diethylene carbonate (DEC) and dimethylene carbonate 

(DMC) are common electrolyte solutions in lithium batteries due to desirable properties 

such as high dielectric constants. However, their high viscosity may slow down lithium 

transport at low temperature. Therefore, it is a common practice to make a solvent 

mixture to optimize electrochemical behavior. The most suitable lithium salts are 

LiAsF*. LiClO;, LiCFjSO,, and LiN(CF3S03)2 [47-49]. There may be environmental 

concerns with LiClO^.

Table 1-2 Anode materials and their electrochemical properties [50]

Materials Theorectical capacity 
(mAh/g)

Average voltage 
vs Li (V)

Li 3861 0

LiAl 790 0.36

LÛ,Si 2012 0.2

Lie, 372 0.5

LiWO, 120 0.75

Li,Fe203 799 0.9

LiMoO, 168 1.5

Li7Ti;0|2 168 1.56
p p p a 190 0.7

PAc** 340 l.O

a; PPP = Poly (paraphenylene), 

b: PAc = polyacetylene



Polymer electrolytes have been extremely attractive for use in high energy density 

batteries [29, 30, 51]. Polymers can be readily processed in different shapes, which 

provides the polymer electrolyte lithium batteries great flexibility for various 

applications. Poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) has been intensively investigated for potential 

use in solid lithium rechargeable batteries. LiAsF@, LiClO^ and LiCF^SO^ are salts 

commonly used with the polymer [30]. Extensive research work has been underway in 

order to optimize the electrochemical performance of the polymer electrolytes. Further 

research has been focused on improvements in the room temperature conductivity, 

cyciability, cost, and reliability of lithium batteries.

Nonaqueous electrolyte solvents have been used with polymers such as PEO to prepare 

hybrid polymer electrolytes. PC and EC solvents act as plasticizers to modify the 

polymer dynamics, thus improving the low temperature electrochemical performance. 

The PEO-plasticizer, plasticizer-ion, PEO-ion and ion-ion interactions have been 

investigated using different techniques such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) 

[52-54] and vibrational spectroscopy [55]. Gel electrolytes using polyacrylonitrile 

(PAN) [56] [57, 58] and comb-like polymers have also been used in lithium batteries. 

With increasing improvement of the room temperature conductivity, the polymer 

electrolyte lithium battery shows high promise for the future.



1.2.3 Intercalation Cathode Materials

The discovery of intercalation compounds is the cornerstone for the development of the 

high energy density lithium battery. A lithium intercalation compound is a solid host 

matrix into which lithium ions can be reversibly inserted without significant structural 

changes of the host. To be useful in a lithium battery, an insertion host should have a 

stable open structure to facilitate intercalation reactions. Transition metal dioxides and 

chalcogenides have been intensively explored as intercalation materials [8, 59-62]. In 

the close-packed oxygen or sulfur anion layers, the transition metal ions locate at the 

octahedral sites and lithium ions can be reversibly inserted into the octahedral or 

tetrahedral sites. Fig. 1-3 illustrates two prime insertion structures: layered and spinel 

structures.

g

Fig 1-3 The structures of intercalation compounds [63]
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Li^TiS; was the first intercalation compound in which a lithium intercalation reaction 

was demonstrated [64]. The Li^TiSi structure is characterized by Ti-S polyhedra 

forming a layered structure. Upon insertion of lithium ions, the following reversible 

reaction takes place within the layers.

X Li* + X e' + TiSi = = ^ Li^TiS, (1.1)

The inserted lithium ions are accommodated inside the octahedral sites, and this reaction 

causes only a layer expansion. The basic Ti-S layer structures remain intact during the 

insertion process.

.A.Ithough L^TiSi is the ideal material to demonstrate the intercalation concept in lithium 

rechargeable batteries application, it does not have high enough voltage (2.2 V) and its 

practical energy density is too low (under 100 mAh/g) for practical applications. In 

addition, sulfide-based compounds are not stable during the charge/discharge process 

[65]. Therefore transition metal oxides have been the focus for use as insertion 

electrodes in lithium rechargeable batteries during the past two decades. Layered 

transition metal oxides LiMO, (M = Co, Ni, Mn, V) and spinel transition metal oxides 

such as LiMuiO^ are the most attractive insertion cathodes. As in the Li^TiS, structure, 

layered compounds such as Li^CoO^ [20] and Li^NiO, [66, 67] undergo only a slight 

layer expansion upon lithium intercalation. Lithium ions can reversibly transport inside 

the two-dimensional open layers, as shown in Fig. 1-3. The spinel structure offers a three
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dimensional interstitial space for lithium ion transport Due to the cubic close-packed 

arrangement the spinel structure (e.g. LtA/hi2 0 4 ) provides a remarkably stable host 

framework for lithium insertion/extraction reactions [60,62,68-75].

The family o f lithium vanadium oxides, such as LtVjO,, LtVsOg, and VgO,3, also 

appear to be very promising candidates for cathode materials [76-84]. In vanadium 

oxide structures, there are two types of sites, octahedral and tetrahedral, which can be 

utilized to accommodate the lithium ions. The potential, edacity, and structural 

reversibility are the three most important factors in evaluating electrode materials. Fig.

1-4 shows the electrochemical potentials (vs Li) o f various intercalation materials and 

Table 1-3 summarizes the properties o f the common cathode materials.
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Fig. 1-4 Potentials (vs Li V) of various intercalation materials [50]
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Table 1-3 Properties of Cathode Materials [50]

Material Theoretical
Capacity
(mAh/g)

Average Voltage 
vs Li

Li,.,CoOz 274 3.9
Li,„NiO, 275 3.8

Lii.^MuiO^ 148 4.0
Li,V,0 , 147 3.1
Li%V)Og 194 3.5
V.Ou 188 2.3
LiTiS, 225 2.2

1.3 Energy Density-Determining Parameters

Energy density is the practical power that a battery can deliver and is one of the most 

important properties of a battery. The specific energy density can be expressed as the 

following:

P = (I * V * t)/(wt or vol) ( 1.2)

where P = specific energy density (Wh/kg or Wh/liter) 

I = working current (ampere)

V = working voltage (volts)
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t = discharge time (hours) 

wt = total weight of the cell (kg) 

vol = total volume of the cell (liter)

Therefore the energy density-determining factors are operating voltage, working current, 

electrode capacity and the weight of inactive materials.

The operating voltage (V) of a cell is determined as following:

V = V oc-IR  (1.3)

where = open-circuit voltage of the cell

I = operating current 

R = internal resistance of the cell

The operating voltage of a cell is limited by the open-circuit voltage (V„):

= (HA-Mc)/(-nF) (1.4)

p,\-pc is the electrochemical potential difference between the anode and the cathode, n is 

the charge of the charge carriers and F is Faraday's constant.
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The internal resistance R is determined by the ionic conductivity cT;, the interfacial 

resistance R,„„ and the resistance to the collection of the electronic transport within the 

electrodes R,.

R = (L /aA ) + R,„, + Rc (1.5)

where L/A is the thickness/area ratio of the electrolyte membrane.

The operating voltage plays a key role in determining the energy density. Transition 

metal oxides, such as spinel Li^MniO^, layered structure Li^CoO, and Li^NiO; possess 

the highest potential, around 4V (vs Li) (Fig. 1-4), and have been the focus in the 

development of the high energy density lithium battery.

The Sony lithium ion battery uses the layered structure Li,_xCo02 as the cathode, and it 

can be cycled for x between 0 and 0.6 with a practical energy density close to 100 Wh/kg 

[85]. Layered structure lithium cobalt oxide can be prepared through a solid state 

reaction at around 650 °C. Li,.%Ni02 can also be cycled with x < I with satisfactory 

electrochemical performance [67]. However the layered Li|.%Ni02 material is not easy to 

synthesize with stoichiometric compositions. Despite their early success in lithium ion 

batteries, Li,.*Co02 and Li,.xNi02 cathode materials are too expensive and toxic for 

large-scale applications. Therefore, the development of cheap and environmentally 

benign cathodes has been the focus for the past ten years. Extensive research has led to
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the development of lithium manganese oxide and lithium vanadium oxide-based 

cathodes.

Spinel Li^MmOi shows two plateaus at 4V (0 < x < I) and 3V ( I < x < 2) upon lithium 

intercalation/deintercalation processes [9]. Vanadium oxides such as Li^ViO,, VsOu, 

and Li^VjOg also provide moderate potentials (3.5V vs Li) upon discharge reactions. 

These materials have been actively investigated as the cathodes in lithium rechargeable 

batteries. [78, 80-84, 86-88].

The effect of the working current on the energy density is equally important as the 

operating voltage (equation 1.2). However, the magnitude of the working current is 

limited to a great degree by the conductivity of the electrolyte, the 

cathode/electro lyte/anode interfacial behavior and lithium ionic diffusion within the 

electrodes. The increase of the working current could result in a high internal I'R loss 

and decrease the voltage (equation 1.3). High discharge rates can be obtained by 

improving the conductivity of the electrolyte and interfacial layers. The use of open 

structural electrodes also enhances lithium ion transport, thereby increasing the working 

current. Intercalation compounds are usually not good electronic conductors, therefore 

electron-conducting components such as carbon black are combined with these electrode 

materials. Polymer binders such as poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) are also added to 

improve the contact between the carbon and the electrode particles.
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The discharge time is a measure of the capacity of the electrodes. Under a constant 

current, longer discharge times indicate that more lithium ions can be inserted into the 

cathode. The capacity is determined by the intrinsic structure of the electrode. It is 

critical that the insertion host material has a constant and wide range of discharge 

voltage. High capacity can be obtained by increasing available sites for lithium ions 

without unfavorable structural modifications.

In addition to the active materials such as the cathode, electrolyte and anode, 

electrochemically inactive materials are also involved in the manufacture of lithium 

rechargeable batteries. These inactive materials include current collectors, conducting 

wires, separation films, and sealing materials. Excessive use of the inactive constituents 

reduces the energy density o f a battery. From the point of view of practical application, 

the volumetric energy density is more critical than the gravimetric energy density. 

Although carbonaceous materials are common anode materials in lithium batteries, their 

low volumetric energy density has been a main driving force in searching for alternative 

anodes with significantly higher volumetric and gravimetric energy densities.
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1.4 Cyclability-Determining Parameters

Cyciability is another critical criterion for a rechargeable battery in the market place. 

Repeated charge/discharge processes lead to capacity fade and eventually battery failure. 

Development of in situ or ex situ examination techniques will be key to the successful 

development of lithium ion rechargeable batteries. Intensive research work has been 

focused on understanding the cause of battery failure. To date, the energy density loss in 

a lithium rechargeable battery can be attributed to the following:

1) Degradation of the electrolyte-lithium interface. As described in section 1.2.1, the 

formation o f  the dendrites and passivating layers reduces the contact between the 

electrolyte and the anode and increases the interfacial resistance. Impedance 

spectroscopy has been used to investigate the interfacial complex impedance changes 

during charge/discharge cycling. Carbonaceous materials used as the anode instead of 

metallic lithium improve the electrolyte/anode contact, therefore increasing the 

cyciability o f  the lithium rechargeable battery.

2) Decomposition of the electrolytes during repeated cycling. Some organic electrolyte 

solvents become chemically and electrochemically unstable at the high voltages attained 

during the charge/discharge process (>4V). For instance, propylene carbonate (PC) 

appears to react with the carbon anode during the battery cycling [30, 46, 68].
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3) Irreversible structurai modifications in both the cathode and anode. In situ X-ray 

diffraction data shows that the interlayer spacing of the carbon anode expands with 

increasing lithium intercalation. The fully lithiated graphite anode has a layer spacing of 

3.89 À compared to 3.52 Â for pristine graphite. Raman spectroscopy has also been 

used to study the lithium intercalation mechanism in the carbon anode [89, 90]. 

However, the effect of structural changes of the cathode material on the cyciability is one 

of the least understood phenomena at the present time.

Impedance spectroscopy analysis showed that the Li^CoOi/electrolyte interface does not 

undergo notable change upon repeated cycling [91]. However in situ X-ray diffraction 

data showed that L^CoO? undergoes an ordering process when x went beyond 0.6 [92]. 

A unusual phase transition from an orthorhombic structure to a monoclinic structure was 

observed during the ordering process. After the structural ordering, some cobalt atoms 

enter the lithium layers, which could decrease the availability o f octahedral sites for 

lithium ions and limit lithium transport through the layers. A similar phase transition 

occurs in the Li^NiOi cathode at x = 1. Significant structural changes are also observed 

in other cathode materials. The sharp potential drop from 4V to 3V of the spinel 

Li^Mn204 originates in a Jahn-Teller structural distortion. At x = 1, the crystal symmetry 

of Li^MmO^ undergoes a transition from cubic to tetragonal with a volume change of 

about 10% [9, 50, 60, 69, 70]. X-ray diffraction measurements have also identified 

structural changes of Li^ViO; [77, 83, 93], L^VjOg [94, 95], and Li^V^O,] [4] over a 

wide range of intercalation/deintercalation processes.
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X-ray and neutron diffiraction methods are, at present, the most powerful techniques for 

characterizing structural changes of various materials. Although in situ X-ray diffraction 

has successfully identified the evolution of the unit cell parameters of insertion materials 

over a wide range of x values, this powerful tool is quite limited in investigating the 

topotactic structural modifications induced by lithium intercalation reactions. This 

technical limitation is due to the following: a) from the standpoint of practical battery 

design, it is necessary to avoid phase transitions or big potential drops during the 

cycling. In other words, charge/discharge processes should only take place at single 

voltage plateaus, e.g. the 4V spinel Li^MniO  ̂ or 3.9V Li^CoO, regions, imder normal 

operating conditions; b) during normal lithium battery operation, structural changes 

within the electrodes should only occur as a slight rearrangement of the M-0 or M-S 

layers. Consequently the topotactic structural modifications and the presence of inserted 

lithium ions are not readily detectable by X-ray diffraction methods; c) repeated cycling 

may lead to self-grinding of the cathode particles which will then appear to be in an 

amorphous state; d) the increasing emphasis on the use of amorphous materials as the 

cathode will further limit the power of the X-ray diffraction method. Therefore 

development of new techniques is the key to successful investigation of the irreversible 

and subtle structural changes in the host structures.

Laser Raman and infrared spectroscopy (IR) can provide important structural 

information and have been powerful supplemental tools to X-ray diffraction methods.
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The spectroscopic measurements are especially sensitive to local structural modifications 

related to small atomic displacements. It would be extremely significant to develop 

Raman and IR techniques as nondestructive tools to investigate lithium intercalation and 

storage mechanisms during the battery cycling.

1.5 Battery Life, Safety, Cost and other factors

The lithium rechargeable battery offers many technical advantages over the traditional 

batteries. The improvement of the cyciability will increase the operating time o f lithium 

rechargeable batteries. This can be accomplished by optimizing battery design, 

improving interfacial behavior, and developing new intercalation materials. For 

example, a three-dimensional open structural firamework would reduce diffusion barriers, 

therefore enhancing lithium transport performance. Due to the unique electrochemical 

insertion mechanism, the lithium rechargeable battery has a lower self discharge rate 

when compared to conventional batteries, thus a longer battery life.

Battery safety is another primary concern in the marketplace. Theoretically, solid state 

polymer electrolyte batteries have better safety properties because there is no heavy 

metal or liquid phase involved. However, the battery based on a metallic lithium anode 

from Moli Energy Ltd. (Canada) was recalled in 1989 due to the existence of a fire 

hazard. The lithium ion battery based on intercalation compounds seems to satisfy the
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safety requirements and has been a great success in the competitive market. The success 

comes from the fact that the use of intercalation carbon materials rather than metallic 

lithium as the anode reduces the formation o f dendrites at the electrolyte-anode interface 

and removes the fire hazard.

Although Li^CoOi is currently the successful example of intercalation compounds in a 

commercial lithium rechargeable battery, the expense of this material prohibits its use in 

widespead competitive markets. The high toxicity of cobalt oxide is another concern for 

environmental protection. Therefore the discovery of new materials, optimization of 

existing synthesis methods and the development of new synthetic procedures might be 

the key for the commercialization of new inexpensive lithium rechargeable batteries [59, 

78, 86, 94].

1.6 Overview of my dissertation and objectives of my research

This dissertation is divided into five chapters. Chapter one gives a brief overview of 

lithium rechargeable batteries emphasizing: a) the choices of cathodes, anodes and 

electrolytes; b) factors that govern the performance of lithium batteries; c) technical 

difficulties that impede the commercialization of lithium batteries; and d) battery 

evaluation techniques. Chapter two focuses on the fundamental aspects of lithium 

vanadium oxide cathodes. This chapter describes the synthesis, structural
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characterization, and vibrational spectroscopic studies of several lithium vanadium 

pentoxide phases. The spectroscopic results from Li^VjOs provide a basis for in situ 

Raman spectroscopy technique for lithium battery evaluation, which is later discussed in 

chapter four. Chapter three presents the spectroscopic results from lithium trivanadate, 

Li^VjOg. The Li^VjOg is an interesting cathode material and can be prepared as a single 

crystal. Both Li^V^O, and ^Li^VjOg single crystals were grown using solid state 

synthesis methods. The availability of both crystals is critical, since the FTTR and 

Raman spectral changes upon isotopic substitution are very useful in elucidating the 

lithium intercalation mechanism in insertion compounds. Chapter four describes the in 

situ Raman spectroscopic studies of Li^VjOs in a working lithium battery. These results 

shows that in situ Raman spectroscopy is an important technique for fundamental studies 

of intercalation materials and in evaluating electrochemical behavior of lithium batteries. 

Chapter five describes the development of the templating synthesis of mesostructural 

materials for high capacity cathodes and anodes in lithium rechargeable batteries. 

Mesostructural manganese oxides and lithium tin oxides are synthesized through 

hydrothermal synthesis techniques in the presence of templating molecules. The 

preliminary charge/discharge results show that these novel mesostructural materials 

possess desirable properties for applications in rechargeable lithium batteries.
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Chapter H Vibrational Spectroscopic Studies of Li^V^Og

2.1 Introduction

LlxViOs (0<x < 1), one of the promising cathode materials for lithium rechargeable 

batteries, has attracted tremendous research interest for the past few years [1-3]. 

Previous studies have shown that LixVzOs synthesized from solid-state reactions (at 

about 650 °C) exists in several different phases, depending on the stoichiometry o f the 

lithium ions (x). Murphy et al. [4] reported that low temperature (LT) LixVzOs can be 

obtained through chemical or electrochemical lithium intercalation reactions. The phase 

diagram of the stable LixVzOs phases is shown in Fig. II-l.

Several ambient temperature LixVzOs phases can be directly synthesized through the 

lithium intercalation reaction in an acetonitrile solution:

VzOs + xLil ^LixVzOs+ x/2 Iz

These phases are a , s and 5-LixVzOs. The a-LixVzOs phase occurs with 0<x<0.1. The 

E-phase exists in the range 0.30<x<0.90 and the 6-phase appears with x between 0.90 

and l.O. The 6-Lio.9sVzOs phase is reversibly transformed to s-Lio.9sVzOs at 135 °C 

through a first-order phase transition and then irreversibly transformed to y-Lio.9sVzOs at 

350 “C [4].
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Fig. n.1 Phase diagram of Lî V^O, [4]

The crystal structures of the 5 and y phases have been previously solved using powder 

X-ray and neutron diffraction analysis [5-6]. Each vanadium atom in the 5 and y phases 

is coordinated with five oxygen atoms to form a distorted bipyramid as shown in Figure

11-2. The bipyramids share two edges to form double-ribbon chains along the (001) 

direction. The double ribbons are then connected through an apex oxygen atom (OJ to 

form a V-0 pyramid layer. Lithium atoms are located between the layers with 

coordination numbers of four, five and six. The structural difference between the Ô and y 

phases can be easily distinguished from the powder X-ray diffraction experiments. But 

the e-LixVzOs structure is still elusive because its powder X-ray diffraction pattern is 

very similar to that of ô-LixVzOs [5]. Therefore it is worthwhile to investigate the 

structural relationship between the three phases.
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According to Murphy et al, the enthalpy of the S to e phase transition at 135 °C is about 

5 kJ/moi. This small enthalpy change may result, not from significant displacements of 

the V-0 layers, but rather from the slightly shifted local arrangements of the pyramids, 

thereby offering an explanation as to why the phase transition cannot be detected using 

X-ray diffraction methods. In systems such as this, infrared (IR) and Raman 

spectroscopy can be important complementary tools to provide structural information 

about materials. Steger [7-8] noticed that IR spectra of ViOs host structures were very 

sensitive to insertion of lithium ions and reported the spectra of several high temperature 

LixVzOs phases. Cazzanelli et al. [9] pointed out that Raman scattering spectroscopy is a 

useful tool to study lithium intercalation processes in cathode materials. Recently, 

Porotnikov [10] reported that high temperature lithium vanadium oxides, e.g. a , p, and y 

LixVzOs can be distinguished using IR and Raman spectroscopy. Huang and Freeh [11] 

also reported that the low temperature (LT) and high temperature (HT) forms of lithium 

cobalt oxide, LiCoOi, can be unambiguously distinguished using Raman spectroscopy. 

This paper will describe the IR and Raman spectra of LT Li^V^O,, e.g. the 6, s and y 

phases. Factor group analysis of the normal modes will be employed to interpret the 

spectra.
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2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Sample Preparation

The S-Li^ViO; was the starting material and it was synthesized through the chemical 

intercalation reaction described by Murphy et al. [4]. 5 g of freshly prepared V^Oj 

powder (decomposed at 400 °C from NH4VO3, Johnson Matthey) was added to 50 ml of

2.5 M Lil (Alfa Aesar) acetonitrile solution. The resulting suspension was stirred at 

room temperature for 24 hours. The product was then separated using 

supercentrifugation, thoroughly washed with acetonitrile, and dried at 105 °C under 

vacuum for six hours. The amount of lithium ion (x) in Li^VzOs was determined by 

titrating iodine (li) with a standard Na2S0 ] solution. The dried S-Li^ViOj sample was a 

fine, dark blue powder. The iodine titration data showed the ô-Li^V^Oj with a 

stoichiometric composition of LiqgsViO,. This composition was further confirmed from 

coulomb titration experiments on a lithium battery based on the y-Li^ViOj cathode. The 

8 and y-Lio.gsViOs phases were obtained by heating the 5 phase to 135 and 365 °C, 

respectively, under nitrogen atmosphere.

2.2.2 Powder X-Ray Diffraction Measurements

Powder X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out using a Rigaku DMAX 

diffractometer with Cu K, radiation (1=1.5424 A) monochromated by a graphite crystal. 

The sample was ground to a fine powder with particle sizes around 5-10
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microns and pressed onto a glass sample holder. The diffraction experiment was 

performed between 5 and 70 degrees (20) with a step size o f 0.05 degree.

2.2.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) data were collected using a Metler-Toledo 

DSC-820 calorimeter. A ca. 6-10 mg sample was sealed in a specially designed 40 mL 

aluminum pan and heated from 20 °C to 500 °C under a constant nitrogen flow (flowing 

rate of 87 ml/min) The heating rate was 10 °C/min.

2.2.4 Infrared Spectroscopy

IR spectra were recorded using a Bruker IFS66V infrared system in the range 400 to 

4000 cm '. The samples were prepared as KBr pellets and the sample chamber in the 

spectrometer was evacuated to about 100 Pa.

2.2.5 Raman Spectroscopy

Raman spectra were collected using a Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman spectrometer. An 

argon ion laser (514.5 nm) and a krypton ion laser (647.1 nm) were used as the 

excitation sources. Holographic notch filters (Kaiser Optics) centered at 514.5 and 647.1 

nm were used with the Raman system in the single monochrometer mode. A 

thermoelectrically-controlled CCD detector measured the scattering intensity. All 

Raman spectra were collected in a backscattering geometry through an 80x microscope 

which reduced the laser beam to a 2|i, diameter spot. Most spectra were measured with
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the 647.1 nm laser line, while the spectra at low frequency (100 to 400 cm ') were 

measured with the 514.5 nm laser line due to the poor resolution of krypton laser line in 

this range. The three lithium vanadium oxides were prepared as powders and varied 

from dark blue to black in color. Because prolonged illumination with the laser beam 

resulted in decomposition of the original compounds, all Raman spectra were collected 

with a laser intensity below 10 mW, and the samples were visually checked with the 

microscope for damage after measurement. An additional concern is the optical 

anisotropy of the compounds. To see if this effect was significant, several Raman 

spectra from different areas across the sample surface were measured and compared. 

These Raman spectra appeared to be identical.

2.3 Results and Discussion

2.3.1 Thermal Analysis

DSC measurements showed that Liqg^ViO; undergoes two phase transitions between 20 

and 600 °C (Fig. 11-3). The phase transition at 135 °C is a reversible transformation with 

an enthalpy of 5.8 kJ/mol and is associated with the structural change from the 5 to the e 

phase. The second phase transition at 365 °C is an irreversible transformation from the e 

phase to the y phase with an enthalpy change of 19.9 kJ/mol. These observations are in 

good agreement with data reported by Murphy et a i  [4].
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2.3.2 X-Ray DiSraction

The powder X-ray diffiraction results are shown in Figs. II-4 through II-6 and dif&action 

peaks are listed in Table II-1. The diffraction patterns for the ô and e phases appear to be

Table II-1 X-ray diffraction data of Lio^jVjOs

ô-Lio.gsViOs e-Lio.gsViOs S-LiflgsViOs Y'Lio.gsViOs y-Lio 9sV 2O5

d (obsd. Â) d (calcd. A)' d (obsd. A) d (calcd. Ay d (obsd. A) d (calcd. A)'’
5.622 w 5.636 w 5.658 w 5.667 w 5.304 vs 5.33 s
4.951 vs 4.971 vs 4.871 vs 4.883 vs 4.818 m 4.84 m
4.537 m 4.548 m 4.523 m 4.655 w 4.67 w

4.392 w 4.42 w
3.712 w 3.728 w 3.667 w 3.610 w 3.330 w 3.32 w
3.386 m 3.389 m 3.348 m 3.342 m
3.246 s 3.245 s 3.206 s 3.212 s 3.22 s
2.991 m 2.997 m 2.957 m 2.941 s 3.082 m 3.09 m

2.847 m 2.85 m
2.811 m 2.818 m 2.786 m 2.763 m 2.782 w 2.78 w

2.602 w 2.757 m 2.76 m
2.512 w 2.517 w 2.493 w 2.545 vw
2.476 w 2.485 w 2.456 w
2.171 w 2.167 w 2.147 vw 2.193 w 2.199 w 2.20 w
2.101 w 2.103 w 2.054 w 2.029 w 2.081 w 2.08 w
1.975 w 1.973 w 1.990 w 1.980 w 1.98 w

1.961 w 1.959 m 1.96 m
1.870 w 1.879 m 1.868 w 1.869 w

1.801m 1.79 m
1.757 m 1.757 m 1.745 m 1.752 m 1.758 w 1.74 w
1.692 w 1.694 w 1.682 w 1.672 w 1.658 w 1.67 w

a: cited from reference #4
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almost identical, with the only difference being a shift of the characteristic diffraction of 

the E phase to higher angles, implying a shrinkage of the unit cell. This observation was 

also reported by Cava et al [5]. The y phase shows a number of additional peaks 

compared to the Ô and e phases, indicating a major structural change in the 

oxygen-vanadium layers. It is worthwhile to employ other tools to understand the 

structural transformation occurring at 135 °C.

2.3.3 Vibrational Spectroscopic Study

A. Symmetry-Based Normal Mode Analysis

Factor group analyses of normal vibrational modes are employed to evaluate the 

vibrational spectra in the different phases. The ô-Lio.çsViOj compound belongs to space 

group C^cm ) with Z equal to 4 [5]. Li and O3 atoms occupy 4c positions with site 

symmetry Ci^. The correlation between the site group Ci  ̂ and the factor group is 

illustrated in Table II-2

The irreducible representations for Li and O3 atomic motion can be derived using 

standard factor group correlation methods [12]:

r(Li)=r(03)=Ag+B„+B3,+B,„+B3„+B3„
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Table II-2 Correlation between site group Cjy and factor group Djh

Site group 

C2V

factor group 

D̂ h

C,—>C/

A,

B,

Ag
B,g
B:g
Bsg
A.
B,u 
Bz» 
B3„

On the other hand, the V, O, and O, atoms sit in the 8f  positions with site symmetry Cj. 

The correlation between the site group C; and the factor group Djh is shown in Table 

II-3. Therefore the irreducible representations for the motions of these atoms can be 

expressed as:

r(V)=r(0,)=r(0.J=2A,+2B„+2B,,+2B3„+B,,+B3,+A„+B lu

Table II-3 Correlation between site group C, and factor group D2h

Site Group 

Cs

x,y

z

Factor group
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The irreducible representation structure of the vibrational modes are obtained from the 

contributions of each atom (Li, V, O,, 0?and O 3 ).

r.,b=Iir(i)=8A,+8B,,+3B2,+5B3,+3A„+5B,„+8B,„+8B3„

âcoustic 2̂u"̂ 3̂u

Thus the optical vibrational modes can be obtained from r̂ ,b.op,ic=r'v,b-r'acous,ic:

rv.b.opt.c=8Ag+8B,g+3B,g+5B3g+3A„+4B,„+7B3u+7B3„

According to the selection rules for the Di,, group, all the g  modes are Raman active and 

all the u modes but modes are IR active. Therefore 24 Raman active modes and 17 

IR active modes are expected.

The compound y-LiViOj belongs to space group PnaiiCCiv’) with Z=4 [6]. All atoms 

occupy 4a positions with site symmetry C,. The irreducible representation structure of 

vibrational modes can be obtained using a similar procedure as above:

r(Li)=r(V)=r(0 )=A,+A2+B,+B3

rv.b.„p„cai=23A,+24A,+23B,+23B,
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All the vibrational modes are Raman active, while all the modes but A, are IR active. 

Therefore as many as 93 Raman bands and 69 IR absorption bands are expected in the 

vibrational spectrum.

B. Spectra and Analysis

Figure II-7 shows the IR spectra of the 5, e and y phases, along with that of pure V,Os in 

the high frequency region, 800-1100 cm '. Modes in this region are believed to originate 

in the vanadium-oxygen stretching vibrations [7,10]. The spectra show interesting 

differences between the various phases. First, the strong broad band at 825 cm ' in VjOj 

disappears in the three lithiated phases. The general intensity o f the strong, sharp peak at 

1021 cm ' in ViO, remains relatively unchanged in the lithiated phases, but the peak 

position shifts to 1024 cm ' in the ô phase, 1007 cm ' in the s phase and further splits into 

two bands, at 1006 and 1000 cm"' in the y phase. The weak shoulder at 982 cm ' in ViO, 

develops into a sharp band at 974 cm ' in the 5 phase and appears as a weak sharp band 

at 972 cm ' in the e and y phases. A very weak feature is seen at 946 cm ' in the 5 phase. 

This weak band appears as a strong sharp band at 955 cm ' in the s and y phases. The s 

and y phases present very similar profiles in this region, with the exception of some fine 

structure around 900 cm ' in the e phase and the more distinct splitting around 1000 cm ' 

in the y phase.
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Fig. n-7 IR spectra of A) V ,0„ B) ô-Li.V,0» C) e-Li,VA and D) y-Li,V,0,
from 800 to 1100 cm'.
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The vanadium-oxygen framework is very similar in V2O5 and the S, e and y phases of 

Li^VjOs [5,6], as shown in Fig. II-8. Consequently, interpretation of the spectroscopic 

data is facilitated by viewing ViO, as the parent compound of the three lithiated phases

l.gg

O
(A)

O
O (B)

Fig. II-8 Pyramid structural units of (A) V2O; and (B) S-Li^ViOj

and utilizing the vibrational assignments of V,Os which were reported by Lucazeau et al 

[13] in an important study of this material. These assignments are based on both 

experimental measurements and theoretical calculations; several of the these assignments 

are repeated in Tables II-4 and 5. The vibrational bands of V2O5 can be described in 

terms of vanadium-oxygen stretching modes, vanadium-oxygen-vanadium bending 

vibrations and translational modes.
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Table D-4 Infrared frequencies (cm*') of VjO, and 
the 5, e, and y phases of Lio ĵVaOs

Vibrational modes 
and assignments of
V A  [12]

ViO, 
(this work)

6-Ligg;V20; E-Lio.95 V 2O5 Y'L^gsViO;

1020 (B ,J 1021s 1024s 1019sh

1007sh I006sh

1000s 1000s

985 ( B J ' 982sh 974m 972w 972w

946sh 955s 955s

820 ( B J 825s

673w 730sh 734sh

600 (B J 602s 619s 624s 630s

596s

510 ( B J 517sh 554s 565s 564s

493sh

475 ( B J 473s
465sh 463w 447w 447w

378 382m 397w 408w 410w

a: calculated frequency [13], 
s = strong 
sh = shoulder 
m = medium 
w = weak
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Table H-5. Raman Frequencies (cm ') of Various Phases

Vibrational
modes

V2O5 [12] 5-Lio95V20s G—Ligg;V20; 7-^1095^20;

A, 994s 984s 984s 984s

Bu 976 972sh 972m

960s 960s 960s

942m 942s 942s

B„ 848* 876s 876s

B]p B], 701s 730s 730s 730s

643m 646w 652w

A, 527s 522m 539w 543w

B„ 502w

A, 480s 419w 434s

A. 404s 380w 380w 380w

B„ 350w 33lm 331m 331m

B.g 310w 296s

Ag 304sh 274s 276s 276s

Big 280s 222w 222w 222m

B.g 200w

Ag 198w 17ls I71s 17ls

Big» B)g I45s 154s

a: calculated ôequency [13] 
s = strong 
sh = shoulder 
m = medium 
w = weak
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The 6-Li^ViO; compound belongs to space group (D̂ h'̂ ) and closely resembles 

ViO; (space group D^h' )̂, except that there is a shifting of atomic positions by 1/2 c 

for alternate layers. The strong band at 1021 cm ' in the IR spectrum of V^O; is 

attributed to the symmetric stretching vibration of the V=0^ double bond. Therefore 

the band at 1024 cm ' in the 8 compound and the very weak shoulder at 1019 cm ' in the 

£ compound can also be assigned to the symmetric stretching of the V=0] bond. The 

corresponding region in the y phase contains two bands at 1006 and 1000 cm '. 

According to Cocciantelli et al [14], the stmctural change from the 8 phase to the y phase 

is related to the consecutive rearrangement of the VjOj pyramids along the 

comer-sharing oxygen atoms (O,), see Figure II-2.

The rather poorly defined bands of the s phase in this region were curve-fit using a 

commercial program (GRAMS/386) from Galactic Industries Corporation. A straight 

base line and one mixed Gaussian-Lorenzian function were used to fit each band in this 

region with a non-linear least squares method. This procedure yielded bands at 1019 

(previously noted as a very weak shoulder), 1007, 1000, 972 and 955 cm '. These latter 

four peaks have very similar frequencies as bands observed in they phase which belongs 

to space group P„j,, (C :/) and has a lower local symmetry than the 8 phase. Although 

there is no definitive structural data available for the e phase, it appears to have a local 

structure similar to that of the y phase.
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The 985 cm*' band was not observed in V2O5 by Lucazeau et al, but was assigned to the 

Bju asymmetric stretching vibration of the V=0 double bond based on calculations. 

However this mode was seen as a weak shoulder in V2O5 in this study, with a 

corresponding weak feature between 974 and 972 cm ' in the lithiated phases. The most 

significant change in this region is the disappearance of the 820 cm ' V2O5 band in the 

lithiated phases. The vanadium-oxygen framework in the Ô phase is similar to that in the 

V2O5 structure except that the insertion o f  lithium ions shifts the V2O; pyramids by 1/2 c 

unit; consequently the longest V-0 bond (2.79 Â) in the V^O, structure no longer exists 

in the S phase. Primet et al [15] also reported that the disappearance o f the 820 cm ' 

band was related to the partial reduction o f vanadium atoms in the V=0 bond. In other 

words the insertion of lithium ions reduces the interaction between vanadium and 

oxygen atoms (O, and O3) (see Fig. II-2).

Raman spectra of the Ô, s and y phases for the high frequency region are shown in Figure 

11-9. The spectra o f the three lithium vanadium oxide phases are quite distinctive in this 

region. The 5 phase has three medium intensity bands at 984, 960 and 942 cm '. The s 

and y phases each have a strong band at 876 cm ' which is absent in the 5 phase. The 

scattering intensity of the 942 cm ' band in the s and y phases is markedly increased 

compared to this band in the S phase. The 942 cm ' feature also splits into two bands in 

the s phase. There is a weak shoulder at 972 cm ' in the e phase which becomes a 

distinct peak in the y phase. The s and y phases appear to be similar in this region 

although several distinctive differences are noted.
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Fig. n-9 Ramao spectra of A) 0-U,V20„ B) G-Li,V%0, and C) y-Lî ViO;

from 800 to 1100 cm'*.
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The Raman spectra provide additional insight into the nature of the structural changes 

from the 5 phase through the y phase. The Raman spectra of the three phases are more 

complex than that of V^O; in the high frequency region. As shown in Table II-5, there is 

only one strong peak in the Raman spectrum of VnO, in this region. The insertion of 

lithium atoms may break down some of the coupling between pyramid chains and 

increase occupancy of the unit cell in the S phase. As a result, more vibrational modes 

become active in the Raman spectra. Abello et al. assigned the 994 cm ' band in V^O; to 

the symmetric vibrations of the V=0] double bond. Due to the close crystallographic 

relationship between the 5 phase and vs the 984 cm'' band in the 5

phase can be assigned to the Ag symmetric stretching of the double bond. A similar 

assignment can be made for the 984 cm ' bands in the s and y phases. The decrease of 

vibrational frequency of this band from V1O5 to the intercalated phases indicates that 

insertion of lithium ions has weakened the double bond. As can be seen in Figure II-2, 

the comer-sharing oxygen atoms (O,) and the double bond oxygen atoms (O 3 ) undergo 

the greatest position shift during the transition process. Therefore the two bands at 972 

and 942 cm'' likely contain contributions from the motion of these two types of oxygen 

atoms since they show relatively large changes upon lithium substitution. Comparing 

the Raman spectrum of V2O5 with that of the e and y phases, the new bands at 876 cm ' 

in the s and y phases may be analogous to the V-0;-V B,g bending mode in the VjO, 

structure which occurs at 848 cm '. The 960 cm ' bands in the three lithiated phases may 

originate in the 976 cm ' band in ViO,, which is also attributed to the vanadium-oxygen 

stretching vibrations.
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There were some striking changes in the IR spectra from V 1 O5 through the 7 phase in the 

intermediate frequency region (800-400 cm*'. Fig. 11-10). The insertion of lithium ions 

into the layers causes rearrangements of the V-0 polyhedra which are reflected in the 

vibrational spectrum. Thus the spectrum of V^O; has a very different profile from 

spectra of the three lithium intercalation phases and it is difficult to relate many bands in 

the latter spectra to bands in the parent VjOj compound . At present time, no successful 

efforts have been made to assign the spectral changes. A single exception is the strong 

band at 602 cm ' in V,0 ; which is probably related to the strong bands at 619 cm ' in the 

5 phase, 624 cm ' in the s phase and 630 cm ' in the 7 phase. The strong band at 554 

cm ' in the 5 phase may originate in the weak shoulder at 517 cm ' or even the strong 

peak at 473 cm ' in V,0;. The IR spectra of the 5, s and 7 phases appear to be similar, 

except that the 619 cm ' band in the 5 phase shifts to 624 and 630 cm ' in the s and 7 

phases, respectively. Meanwhile a strong band appears at 596 cm ' in the 7 phase and 

exists only as a shoulder in the s and Ô phases. The 554 cm*' band in the 5 phase shifts to 

565 and 564 cm*' in the e and 7 phases, respectively. The weak band at 463 cm*' in the 5 

phase shifts to 447 cm*' in the s and 7 phases with a corresponding decrease in intensity. 

The weakly observed shoulder at 397 cm*' in the 5 phase becomes an obvious band in the 

E and 7 phases, centered at 408 and 410 cm*', respectively. These frequency data are 

summarized in Table 11-5.

The IR spectra of the three lithiated phases in this spectral region also illustrate that the s 

phase is structurally closer to the 7 phase than to the S phase. The IR spectra of the s and
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the y phases appear to be similar, except that the 624 cm ' band in the s phase splits into 

two peaks, 630 and 596 cm ', in the y phase. The shifting of the 554 cm ' band in the 5 

phase to higher frequency in the s and y phases originates in the rearrangement of the 

pyramids from the 5 to s phase. However the exact assignments of bands in this region 

are not clear at this time. These modes may be related to the V-O-V bending vibrations 

and the lithium-oxygen vibrations. Far IR measurements and isotope substitution 

experiments will be extremely helpful to complete the band assignments. Porotnikov 

[10] reported the IR spectra of a , p and y-Li^VjOj in the range of 33 to 4000 cm ' and the 

vibrational mode analysis. Although the irreducible representations of the modes in the 

P phase are listed, no space group is given.

The Raman spectra of the three lithiated phases are similar in the intermediate 

frequency region (800-400 cm ', Fig. 11-11). The strong peak at 730 cm ' remains 

unchanged throughout the three phases. According to Abello et al. [13], a strong band at 

700 cm ' in ViOj is attributed to either the B̂ g asymmetric stretching or the B̂ g 

symmetric stretching motion involving the edge-sharing oxygen atoms (OJ. The 730 

cm ' band in the spectra of the Lio.gsVjOj compounds are likely related to the 700 cm ' 

band of V2O5. As shown in Fig. 11-2, the structural change from the 5 phase to the y 

phase involves the rotation of the VjOj pyramids along the comer-sharing oxygen atoms 

(0,) with the consequence that the edge-sharing oxygen atoms (O,) undergo the least 

shift in position. Therefore it is not surprising that the 730 cm ' band appears quite 

similar in the 5, e and y phases. The band at 643 cm ' in the 5 phase shifts to 646 cm ' in 

the E phase and 652 cm"'
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in the y phase. The latter feature was not observed in the Raman spectra of VjOs and 

may originate in the insertion of lithium ions. The peak centered at 522 cm ' in the 

5-phase is very asymmetric, with a high frequency wing. This high frequency feature 

becomes a band at 539 cm ' in the s-phase and at 543 cm ' in the y-phase. The 527 cm ' 

band in V,Os was assigned by Lucazeau to the bending vibration of the V-0,-V bond 

(normal mode Ag). The 522 cm ' band in the 5 phase may be attributed to a similar 

bending mode. This mode is very sensitive to the phase transition process. There is also 

a very weak band at 419 cm ' in the 5 phase and a strong peak at 434 cm ' in the y phase.

The most striking differences in the Raman spectra of the three phases appear in 

the low frequency region (400-100 cm '. Fig. 11-12). The peaks at 380 and 331 cm ' 

remain relatively unchanged in the three phases. These two bands may correspond to the 

Ag mode (404 cm"') and the B,g mode (350 cm"'), respectively, in the Raman spectrum of 

V2O5. The intensity o f  the band at 222 cm"' seems to increase from the 6 through the s 

into the y-phase. The y phase has a much different profile than the 5 and e phases in this 

region, with two additional strong peaks at 296 and 150 cm"', which do not appear in the 

E or 5 phases. The bands at 274 and 171 cm"' in the 5 phase also remain relatively 

unchanged throughout the three phases. A reasonable guess is that these two bands 

originate in the vibrations related to the edge-sharing oxygen atoms. According to 

Lucazeau, the 198 cm"' band in VjOj is due to the wagging vibration of the Oj-V-Oj unit. 

Consequently, the bands at 171 cm"' in the three lithium intercalation phases may also 

contain a significant contribution from this wagging motion. The additional bands at 

296 cm"'
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and 150 cm ' in the y phase may be due to the higher occupancy o f the unit cell in the y 

phase. Further studies utilizing isotopic substitution will be very helpful to identify 

constituent atomic motion in the low frequency region.

2.4 Summary

For the first time, the Raman spectra of lithium vanadium oxides are reported in the 

spectral range 50 to 1100 cm '. The 5, e, and y phases of Ligg^ViO; can be clearly 

identified from their IR and Raman spectra. The inserted lithium atoms mainly interact 

with the comer-sharing oxygen atoms (O,) and the double-bonded oxygen atoms 

(V=OJ. Therefore the vibrational modes originating in the motion of these atoms are 

very sensitive to structural differences in the three lithiated phases. Although the 5 and e 

phases show similar X-ray diffraction patterns, the vibrational spectra reveal that these 

two phases possess considerably different local symmetries. The frequency changes of 

the A, g modes at 643 and 522 cm ' in the 6 phase are indicative of different arrangements 

of the pyramids in the three phases. The structural modifications of cathode materials 

after cycling is a major concern for the development of rechargeable lithium batteries. 

At the present time X-ray diffraction is the primary technique to detect the structural 

changes. But insertion of lithium atoms into a host material usually causes only minor 

structural modification, which can be very difficult to detect by X-ray diffraction 

methods. Neutron diffraction is as important in structure determination of alkali metal 

intercalated materials. However, the vibrational spectra are often extraordinarily
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sensitive to subtle structural changes. Therefore vibrational spectroscopic measurements 

provide another experimental dimension for structural study of cathode materials. 

Further studies such as far IR (400 cm ' and below) and isotope substitution are 

necessary for more complete vibrational assignments of the lithium-inserted vanadium 

oxide phases described in this study. Results &om this work establish that Raman 

spectroscopy is a very useful tool in investigating the phase transitions among the low 

temperature lithium vanadium oxides. The results also suggest that Raman spectroscopy 

may be a useful tool for the in situ study of intercalation and deintercalation processes of 

these kinds of cathode materials during battery cycling processes.
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Chapter HI Spectroscopic Investigation of Lij+^VjOg

3.1 Background

Lithium trivanadate, Lij+^VjOg, has been Investigated as an intercalation cathode for 

rechargeable lithium batteries for the past twenty years. Since Besenhard and Schoilhom 

first reported the intercalation reactions within this material in 1979 [1], intensive 

research has been focused on its structural characterization and electrochemical 

performance [2-7]. The crystal structure of Lij^^VjOg was first reported by Wadsley [8] 

using powder X-ray diffraction method and recently confirmed by Picciotto et a i [9] 

using single crystal diffi-action refinements. Lithium ions can chemically or 

electrochemically intercalate/deintercalate within the tunnels of the Lij^^VjOg host 

according to the following reaction;

X L f  + X e' + LiVjOg ^  Li,+%V]Og

Each Lii+jVjOg structural unit can accommodate up to three moles of lithium ions to 

form a highly lithiated phase, Li^V^Og. Therefore a lithium rechargeable battery based 

on the Li[+^VjOg cathode and the lithium anode can provide a theoretical capacity up to 

690 mAh/g, with an operating voltage between 2.0 to 3.5 V [10].
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The Li, iVjOg has a monoclinic structure with the space group Pz.-m. There are two 

different V-0 structural units, VOg octahedra and VO, distorted trigonal bipyramids. 

The VOfi octahedra form a zigzag double ribbon extending along the (010) direction and 

the VO; bipyramids form another zigzag ribbon parallel to the VÔ , double ribbons. The 

two ribbons are connected through apical oxygen atoms to form a V-0 layer. The V-0 

layers are held together through the interactions of the lithium ions. There are two 

different sites for lithium ions, octahedral and tetrahedral. At low concentration (x < 1), 

lithium ions occupy the octahedral sites, Li(l). If x value exceeds one, lithium ions can 

take up the tetrahedral sites. Li(2). Fig. III-l schematically shows the V-0 ribbon 

arrangements and the lithium ion locations.

Fig m  i Schematical representation of the VO« and VO5 ribbons, Li(l) and Li(2) 

locate at octahedral and tetrahedral sites, respectively [9].
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Continuous structural changes were observed during the lithium intercalation process. 

The unit cell parameter a decreases and parameters b and c expand when x increases 

from 0 to 3. However, no obvious phase transitions were identified from the X-ray 

diffraction data. Picciotto et a i [9] concluded the insertion of lithium ions into Li, jVjOg 

host caused only a layer expansion and a slight structural rearrangements of the VO^ and 

VO; polyhedra. In addition to X-ray structural analysis, techniques such as electron 

paramagnetic resonance (EFR), extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS), ^Li 

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 

[11, 12] have been used to study the local structural modifications accompanying the 

intercalation reaction. Raman spectroscopy is veiy sensitive to local structural changes 

and has been recently used to provide structural information about intercalation 

compounds and cathode materials [13-15]. This part o f the dissertation presents the IR 

and Raman spectra o f Li, ,V;Og and LLV^O,. The factor group analysis method is used 

to interpret the spectral changes. These spectroscopic results will provide insight into the 

structural modifications occurring during the intercalation/deintercalation processes.
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32  Experimental

3.2.1 Preparation of single crystals

Single crystals of Li, jVjOg and *Li, iVjOg were prepared using solid state synthesis 

methods [8, 9]. The Li, |VjOg crystal was prepared by heating a 1:2 molar mixture of 

LiiCOg and V2O5 at 680 °C in a tube furnace for four hours, keeping the temperature at 

650 °C for five days, and then letting the furnace cool down to room temperature in the 

air. The ^Li, jV^Og crystal was prepared starting from ®Li0H-H,0 and V,Os under similar 

reaction conditions as for the Li,jVjOg. The '’LiOH-H^O was obtained from Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory at 95% *Li enrichment. The lithiated product, Li^V^Og, was 

prepared using a chemical intercalation method. The L i,, VjOg single crystal was treated 

with a 0.46 M solution of n-butyllithium in hexane at 20 °C for seven days [9]. The 

amount o f lithium ions in the lithiated phase was determined by atomic absorption 

spectroscopy.

3.2.2 X-ray diffraction measurements

X-ray powder diffraction was used to verify the formation of the Li, ,VjOg. The 

experimental procedures were described in Section 2.2.2. The single crystal diffraction 

data were collected at -40 °C on a Siemens 94 diffractometer using monochromated Mo 

Kg radiation (1=0.71073 Â) and data were corrected for Lorenz and polarization effects.
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Structures were refined with the computer program SHELXL-93 using the least square 

method.

3.2.3 Infrared spectroscopy

IR spectra were recorded using a Bruker IFS66V infrared system in the range 400 to 

4000 cm ' with a resolution ±l cm '. The Li,jV^Og and ^ L i , c r y s t a l s  were ground 

into fine powders to make KBr pellets. The experimental details are described in Section 

2.2.4.

3.2.4 Raman spectroscopy

Raman spectra were collected as described in Section 2.2.5 at ±1 cm ' resolution with a 

Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman System. The 514.5 nm argon excitation line was used as the 

laser source. A holographic notch filter (Kaiser Optics) centered at 514.5 nm was used 

with the Raman system in the single monochromator mode. A thermoelectrical 1 y cooled 

CCD detector measured the scattering intensity. All Raman spectra were collected in a 

backscattering geometry through an 80x microscope which reduced the laser beam to a 

2pm diameter spot. The laser power was kept below 10 mW to avoid thermal damage to 

the samples. A Kaiser polarized analyzer was used to collect polarized Raman spectra. 

The polarization orientation of the scattering geometries was confirmed by measuring the 

well-known vibrational modes of a Na^SO^ single crystal [16].
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3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 X-ray difïraction results

Since the crystal structure of Li, jVjOg was solved by Wadsley [8] and Picciotto al. [9], 

only powder X-ray dif&action was employed to identify its structure. Fig. III-2 shows 

the powder x-ray diffraction pattern of Li, and Table III-l lists the d-spacing

data of the major diffraction peaks along with that from the standard JCPDS Card 

55-437.

Table III-l d-spacing data of Li, ,VjOg

d-spacing
(A)

Relative
intensity

(%)

d-spacing 
(A) from 
JCPDS

Relative
intensity
JCPDS

6.343 100 6.360 100
5.730 8 5.727 7
3.815 16 3.818 20
3.430 4 3.425 6
3.223 25 3.221 12
3.145 48 3.146 45
2.905 28 2.904 25
2.288 6 2.286 5
2.200 15 2.200 12
2.139 20 2.136 10
1.799 9 1.800 11
1.536 5 1.534 6
1.520 8 1.520 8
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The *Li, jVjOg, has a very similar crystal structure to the Li, jVjOg. Table III-2 

summarizes the crystal data and structure refinement parameters for ^Li, ,V,Og. The ®Li 

ions occupy both Li(l) and Li(2) sites. Fig. HI-3 schematically shows the VO,, and VO, 

polyhedral, and the Li(l)Oa and Li(2)0^ structural units. Table HI-3 lists the bond 

lengths related to the polyhedra. The crystallographic axes of the single crystals which 

are required for polarized Raman spectral measurements can be easily determined from 

the single crystal x-ray diffraction analysis.
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Table III-2 Crystal Data and Structure Refinement for ‘Li, ,VjO*

Empirical formula 'L i,,V ,0 ,
Wavelength 0.71073 Â
Crystal system Monoclinic
Space group P2|/m
Unit cell dimensions a = 6.6980(10) Â a  = 90 deg. 

b = 3.5950(10) Â p = 104.83(3fdeg. 
c = I I .816(2) Â Y = 90 deg.

volume 275.04(10) Â^3
Z 2.000
Density (calculated) 3.475 g/cm"^3
Absorption coefficient 4.990 mm^-I
F(OOO) 272
Crystal size 0.8x0.25x0.1 mm
Theta range for data collection 3.15 to 27.48 deg.
Index ranges -8^~h^” 8, -4^—k*̂ —0, “15*̂ —1̂ —15
Reflections collected 1,442
Independent reflections 724 [R(int) = 0.0338]
Refinement method Full-matrix least-squares on F'^2
Data/ restraints/ parameters 7 1 9 /0 /8 0
Goodnes-of-fit on F^2 1.100
Final R indices [I>2sigma (I)] R1 =0.0282, wr2 = 0.0715
Final R indices (all data) R1 = 0.0305, wr2 = 0.0789
Extinction coefficient 0.019(4)
Largest diff. peak and hole 1.006 and -0.576 e.A^-3
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Table HI-3 Bond lengths (Â) of the V-O and Li-O structural units

V(t)Os V(2)06 V,3,Oa

Bonds Lengths Bonds Lengths Bonds Leneths
(Â) (A) (A)

V.-Oj 1.614 V2-O4 1.613 V3-O7 1.611

V.-O, 1.730 VrOa 1.732 Vi-Oa 1.867
v,-o. 1.990 V2-O2 1.883 Vz-Oa. 1.867
v ,-o ,. 1.888 V2-O2. 1.883 Vz-0 , 1.948

V.-O.b 1.888 V:-Ok 2.126 V3-O3 2.005

Vz-Ok 2.328 V3-O2 2.219

Li(2)0 ^ Li(i)Os

Bonds Lengths Bonds Lengths Bonds Lengths
(Â) (A) (A)

Li(2)"Og 2.019 Li(i)-07 2.079
Li(2)-0ga 2.019 2.295
Li(2)-Ogb 2.192 Li(i)“05b 2.295
Li(2)-04b 2.260 Li(i)-Oa 2.342

Li(i)-03 2.042
Li(I)-04a 2.342
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3.3.2. Vibrational Spectroscopic Study

A. Symmetry-Based Normal Mode Analysis

As shown from single crystal X-ray structural analysis, Li, iVjOg and "Lii ,V,Og belong to 

the space group P2,/m (Cjĥ ) with Z=2. Using standard factor group correlation methods 

[17], the irreducible representations to which the normal modes belong can be expressed 

as:

r,pKË=24A, + 12B, + 1 ^22B„

According to the spectroscopic selection rules for Cti,, Ag and Bg modes are Raman 

active, while and B„ modes are IR active. Therefore 36 Raman bands and 33 IR bands 

are expected in the spectroscopic experiments. In this study, as in many spectroscopic 

studies of solids, the number of modes experimentally observed is significantly less than 

that predicted by group theory methods. This situation occurs because of small 

polarizability derivatives for many Raman active modes, small dipole moment 

derivatives for many infrared active modes, and small frequency shift separations of 

different factor group components, e.g. B, modes almost coincident with Ag mode.
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The standard designation of an experimental scattering geometry, e.g. X(YZ)X, refers to 

laboratory fixed axes. Fig. III-4 shows a polarization experiment, X(YZ)X. In a 

monoclinic crystal such as L i,, VjOg, it is not possible to orient the crystal so that all axes

a

P b  A

A.
/

•y

Incident 
laser light

\

Scattering
light

r
y .

Polarizer A / 
//c (z) 4  /

/  Analyzer 
' / /b (y )

/L L v .o , y  / j
/  crystal J  /

/

(A)

(B)

Fig. ni-4 A polarization Raman experiment: (A) Crystal axes of Lî VjOj, 
(B) A Cyz geometry polarized Raman experiment
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of the scattering experiment coincide with the crystallographic axes. Therefore in these 

measurements the scattering intensities are described in terms of the laboratory fixed 

axes. In the example above the X(YZ)X experimental geometry is refered as an ayz 

measurement, that is, a measurement which samples the YZ susceptibility derivative 

(with respect to the normal coordinates of interest) in laboratory fixed axes. The 

orientations o f the crystal were chosed such that one crystallographic axis corresponds to 

the polarization direction of the incident (excitation) beam. In the example above the

crystallographic a axis is parallel to the X direction.

In the C21,* space group there are Ag and B, modes which are Raman active. In the

various measurements which are reported in this study, a significant level of spillover of 

the relatively more intense Ag modes into scattering geometries favoring Bg modes is 

expected. It is also possible that Bg modes can appear in scattering geometries favoring 

Ag modes, although this effect should be considerably weaker than the Ag into Bg 

spillover.

B. IR Spectra

Fig. III-5 shows the IR spectra of Li, ,VjOg and *Li, ,VjOg in the region 400 to 1100 cm '. 

The two bronze phases show very similar spectra. The IR frequencies are summarized in 

Table III-4. No significant band shift is detected in the region around 950 cm '.
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However, the band at 691 cm"' in Li, jVjOg disappears while in ‘Li, jVjOg a new band 

appears at 746 cm*'. In addition the band at 825 cm*' in the Li, ,VjOg phase disappears in 

the ‘Li-substituted phase while a very weak band appears at 890 cm*'. Both of these

Table ni-4 IR frequencies (cm* ) of Li,.iVjO, and Lij.iVjO,

LiuVjOg ‘Li,.,V ,0,
996m 996s
952vs 954vs
920sh 920m

890sh
825m
737s 746s

691sh
60 Is 60ls

538sh 538s
491sh 497sh
457m 457sh

frequency shifts are in very close agreement with those calculated from the isotopic 

masses, although the intensity o f the 890 cm*' band in ‘Li, iVjOg is significantly reduced 

compared to the intensity of the band at 825 cm*' in the naturally abundant crystal. The 

IR measurements were repeated on several different samples and the 825 cm*' band, 

although always weak, appeared in each measurement o f the L i,, VjOg phase, but was not 

seen in the ‘Li, jV^Og phase. This picture is complicated by the presence of the band at 

737 cm*' in Li,jV^Og. This feature is not seen in ‘Li, ,VjOg although it may be only 

slightly shifted by isotopic substitution and lies under the intense and somewhat broad
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feature at 746 cm ' in the ^Li-substituted crystal. According to Lucazeau et al. [18], the 

737 cm*' in band VjOj originates primarily in the motion of the comer-sharing oxygen 

atom 0(3) between the VOg double ribbons and VO, ribbons. Consequently this band 

would show only a slight frequency shift on lithium isotopic substitution, to the degree 

that the lithium ions interact with the oxygen atom in the V-0 polyhedra.

C. Raman spectra.

Polarized Raman spectra were measured on a single crystal of Li, [VjOg with dimensions 

0.8x0.25x0.1 mm. Fig. III-6 shows the Raman spectra from the X(YY)X, X(YZ)X, 

X(ZZ)X and Z(XY)Z experimental scattering geometries in the region 830 to 1100 cm*'. 

The polarized Raman spectra of Li, iVjOg recorded in the region 150 to 800 cm*' are 

shown in Fig. III-7. The corresponding frequencies are summarized in Table III-5 along 

with the frequency data o f VjO,. Because the single crystal is elongated along the b axis, 

it is very difficult to obtain satisfactory spectra in ttxx and a%z scattering geometries.

The VOj distorted bipyramids present in Li,,xV)Og also exist in the structure of ViOj. 

Although L i,, VjOg belongs to a different space group (Cjh*) than does V^O; (Dih'^), many 

of the internal optic mode frequencies are determined by the vanadium-oxygen covalent 

bonds and the basic structure of the V-0 polyhedra, both of which are similar in the
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geometry in the range 800 to 1100 cm'*
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crystals. Therefore interpretation of the Raman spectra is facilitated by comparison with 

the spectrum of V,Os. Although it is difficult to imambiguously determine 

symmetry-based vibrational assignments from polarized Raman scattering experiments 

for monoclinic Li, jVjOg, several vibrational bands can be assigned with some degree of 

confidence. The two high frequency bands at 993 and 972 cm ' can only be seen in the

Table III-5 Raman frequencies (cm ‘) of Li, , and VjOj

Vibrational
modes

V A  [18] CTyy Czz (?xy Cyz

A, 994s 993m 993w 993m
976 972w 972w 972w

848“ 869s 869s 869s 869vw
B;g, Bjg 701s 773w 773vs 773s

i 732sh 732sh 732w

A, 527s 604w 693w
502w 545w 545m 545w

A, 480s 478w 478m

\ 404s 438sh 438sh 43 8w

B.« 350w 383w

B.« 310w 332w 332s 332w

A, 304sh 304m 304m 304s

B]« 280s 276w 278w 283sh

B,« 200w 254sh 254m 254m
A, 198w 2l2w 212s 212m

B]y' 145s 171s 168m

a: calculated frequency [18]
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polarization experiments ayy, «zz and a%Y, suggesting that these vibrational modes 

belong to the Ag symmetry species. The 993 cm’* band can be assigned to the V-0 

stretching vibrations of the VO5 pyramids [18, 19]. The medium intensity band at 972 

cm * may be correlated with the weak feature at 976 cm * in the spectrum of V2O5. The 

869 cm * band was not found in the spectrum of V2O;, and may be attributed to the 

stretching vibrations of the VOg octahedra (the calculations of Lucazeau et al. indicated a 

band at 848 cm’* in V2O5 based on the VOg model [16]). Although this band appears in 

all four scattering geometries and, in principle, may belong to either the A, or Bg mode, 

the scattering intensity in ayz is very weak compared to the other three geometries. 

Therefore this band may be also assigned to the Ag mode. Other bands that can be 

assigned to the Ag symmetry species are at 773, 545, 478, 383, and 212 cm *. The bands 

at 693 and 283 cm * can be uniquely attributed to the B, mode. Other bands at 732, 438, 

332, 304 and 254 cm * can be assigned to either Ag or Bg modes. Further studies are 

necessary to completely assign these bands.

An important part of this study is to determine which bands contain significant 

contributions from lithium ion motion. The inserted lithium ions can occupy the second 

octahedral and tetrahedral sites and cause local structural modifications which may be 

observed spectroscopically. Figs. III-8 and III-9 show the polarized Raman spectra of 

the Li, jVjOg and *Li,, VjOg compounds in the measurement. Fig. 1II-8 illustrates that 

the shift of the strong band at 773 cm * in Li,., VsOg to 779 cm’* in ^Li, jV^Og. The band at 

212 cm’* in Li, ,V)Og shifts to 216 cm’*, as shown in Fig. III-9. The Raman spectrum of
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Li,, VjOg between 900 and 1000 cm ' is very similar to that of *Li, jVjOg ( the spectrum is 

not shown), which indicates that isotopic substitution does not significantly affect the 

higher frequency V-O stretching vibrations. Additional spectral changes are observed in 

the ttxY measurement (Fig. HI-10) upon isotopic substitution. In addition to the shifts in 

the 212 and 773 cm ' bands, the 254 cm ' band in Li, ,VjOg shifts to 257 cm ' in 

"Li, ,V]Og, and the weak band at 604 cm ' shifts to 609 cm '. The intensity of the 773 

cm ' band significantly increases, but the intensity of the 732 cm ' band is remarkably 

reduced. These bands may originate in vibrational modes containing some component of 

lithium ion motion. From the data of Abello et a/. [18], the 773 cm ' band is likely to be 

related to the comer-sharing oxygen atomic motions. From the firequency shifts observed 

upon "Li substitution, it is reasonable to assume that the 212 and 254 cm ' bands arise 

from the motion of lithium-oxygen polyhedra. However, the isotopic shifts do not 

simply scale according to the square root of the inverse mass ratio, because of the 

complicated nature of the normal modes. The lithium atoms are part of a chain structure 

of Li-0 polyhedra which are structurally and dynamically coupled with each other. 

Because the comer-sharing oxygen 0(3) is in common with VOj, VOj and LiOg 

polyhedra, the isotopic replacement in LiOj may affect the motion of the VOg and VO; 

units, which results in a frequency shift at 773 cm '.

Fig. III-ll shows the Z(XY)Z polarized spectra of Li, ,V;Og and Li^V̂ Og in the a%Y 

measurement. The weak band at 732 cm ' in Li, ,V;Og becomes a sharp strong band in 

the Lî V̂ Og phase and the 773 cm ' band shifts to 768 cm '. The most marked change
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occurs in the low frequency region. The 254 and 171 cm * bands are very strong in the 

iithiated Li^V^O, phase. There are also other frequency shifts, as summarized in Table 

m-6. The weak feature at 604 cm ' in Li, is not seen in the Iithiated phase. The 

two weak features at 478 and 545 cm ' shift to 483 and 562 cm ', respectively, and the 

scattering intensities significantly increase in the more highly Iithiated phase. The weak 

sharp band at 438 cm ' in the L i,, VjOg phase becomes a broad band, and a new band at

Table ni-6. Polarized Raman frequencies (cm'') of various 

lithium trivanadate phases

Li,,V A " L i„ V A L i j . i V j O g 'L i„ V A LLV A
( O ( o j (O x y ) (O x y ) (O x y )

993w 993m
972w 972w
869s 869s
773vs 779vs 773s 779m 768s

732sh 732s 732m
604w 609w

545m 545m 545w 545w 562m
478w 479w 478w 480w 483w
438sh 438sh 438w 438w 438w
383w 383w 387w
332w 334w 332s 332s 332m
304m 304m 304w
276w 276w 278w 279m

254m 256m 252vs
212s 216s 212m 216m 213w

171vs
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387 cm ' appears in Li^V^O, phase. The scattering intensity of the 332 cm ' band is 

markedly reduced in the Iithiated phase and the 254 cm ' band is barely seen in Li^V^O, 

phase.

The differences in the Raman spectra of Li, [VjOg and Li^V^O, are due to the different 

coordination environments of lithium ions in the host structures. As the insertion of 

lithium ions proceeds, the lithium ions first take up the octahedral sites, then the 

tetrahedral sites causing a partial puckering of the V-0 layers. Because lithium ions are 

coordinated to the comer-sharing oxygen atom 0(3), it is no surprise that the atomic 

motions of the 0(3) atoms are strongly affected by the insertion of lithium ions. In the 

LLV;Og structure, all the tetrahedral sites are occupied by lithium ions, wfiich may 

account for the extraordinary scattering intensities at 254 and 175 cm ' as well as the 

other spectral changes observed upon lithiation of the Lii^^VjOg system. These 

spectroscopic features may serve as indication of the degree of intercalation during the 

cycling process o f lithium rechargeable batteries.
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3.4 Summary

The frequency shifts of the bands at 737, 825 cm ' in the IR spectrum and 773 cm ' in the 

Raman spectrum upon Iithium-6 isotopic substitution establish that the corresponding 

vibrational modes, although primarily consisting of V-0 stretching motion, also involve 

some lithium ion motion. Additionally, the lower frequency Raman bands at 212 and 

254 cm ' can be assigned to the motion of Li-0 polyhedra, based on the isotopic shifts.

A factor group analysis allows the symmetry-based assignment of bands observed in the 

single crystal Raman spectra of Li, jV^Og. A number of bands in both the infrared and 

Raman spectrum have been described in terms of their constituent atomic or ionic motion 

by analogy with a published study of the VjOj system. In particular, the strong band at 

773 cm'' is related to the comer-sharing oxygen atom 0(3) between the two different 

VO5 and VOj ribbons, and reflects, to some degree, the presence of the lithium ions due 

to the interaction between the lithium ions and the oxygen atoms of the polyhedra.

A comparison o f the spectra of Li, iVjOg and Li^V^O, shows that the intensities of the 

two bands at 254 and 173 cm ' increase upon insertion of lithium ions. These 

spectroscopic changes may be employed to follow the structural evolution of Li, ,V.Og 

during lithium intercalation.
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Chapter IV In Situ Raman Spectroscopy of Li,V20; 
in a lithium Rechargeable Battery

4.1 Introduction

The lithium rechargeable battery represents one of the most promising energy sources 

for consumer, industrial, and military applications. This battery offers many advantages 

over conventional batteries, such as higher energy density, benign environmental impact, 

and long cycling life. The overall performance of a lithium rechargeable battery depends 

on the choice of cathode, anode, electrolyte, and the electrode-electrolyte interfacial 

properties. The capacity loss with repeated cycling is one of the technical difficulties 

which defer its commercialization. The capacity loss has been partly attributed to the 

irreversible structural changes in the cathode materials.

Lithium vanadium pentoxides (Li^VjOs) have been explored as cathode materials in 

lithium rechargeable batteries. Li,V,0 ; can exist in different stable or metastable phases. 

Murphy et a/.[l] reported the phase diagram of the LizO-V^O; system, as shown in Fig. 

II-1. Three high temperature stable phases, a , P and y, can be synthesized from solid 

state reactions around 650 °C. The low temperature phases, a , e and 5 can be obtained 

from chemical or electrochemical intercalation reactions. These low temperature phases 

can be transformed to high temperature phases through thermal reactions under certain 

reaction conditions. The structural and electrochemical behavior of these phases has
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been extensively studied over the past two decades [2-6]. Lithium batteries with 

LijVjOs as a cathode can be cycled between 3.8 and 2.0 V, with the corresponding x 

values from 0.01 to 2.0. Courier et a i [5] and West et al. [6] reported the structural 

evolution of Li^VzO; accompanying the lithium intercalation process. During the 

charge/discharge processes, a series of phases were observed in the Li^VzOj host 

structure. These phases and the values of x for which the phases are reported to exist 

include a  (x < O.I), e (x = 0.35-0.65), 6 (x = 0.9 to 1.0), y (x = 1.0 to 1.4), and Ç (x > 

1.4). Due to the irreversible structural transition from the 6 to the y phase, the 

deintercalation o f y-Li^ViOj will not bring back the S, e, and a  phases, but rather a new 

phase y', which is structurally similar to the y phase. The partial capacity fading of 

Li^ViOj observed upon repeated cycling has been attributed to irreversible structural 

changes in the host material [5].

Cartier et a/. [2] reported the results of in situ X-ray diffraction and X-ray absorption 

spectroscopy of lithium ion intercalation into the Li^VjOj structure with the x values 

between 0.2 to 0.4. Although in situ X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements are 

presently the most powerful tools for identifying the structural changes o f cathode 

materials [7, 8], certain structural modifications occurring during the cycling are not 

easily detectable by diffiraction methods due to the following: 1) x-ray diffraction 

methods are most sensitive to phase transitions with a domain size larger than 200 Â; 2) 

the intercalation-related structural changes are caused by quite small rearrangements of
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the MO  ̂ polyhedra layers; 3) the highly discharged cathode materials, e.g. x > 1.4 in 

L^ViO;, exist in disordered states.

Raman and IR spectroscopy are very sensitive to local structural changes and have 

recently been used to characterize cathode materials [9-14]. These techniques therefore 

can be used as a complementary tool to the difSaction measurements. Recently, in situ 

vibrational spectroscopy has been used to study the lithium intercalation in carbon 

anodes [15, 16], interfacial behavior in fuel cells [17, 18] and the polymerization of 

conducting polymers [19]. In this study, in situ Raman spectroscopy was used to 

investigate the structural modifications o f y-Ligg^ViO; in an operating rechargeable cell 

during the deintercalation process.

4.2 Experimental

The electrochemical in situ Raman cell is schematically shown in Fig. IV-1. 

Initial efforts to study lithium intercalation in cathodes with in situ Raman spectroscopy 

used an experimental geometry in which the laser beam was incident on the side of a 

layered cell. This proved to be unsatisfactory because it is very difficult to obtain a 

clean surface from the side direction o f the anode-electrolyte-cathode sandwich
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structure, and the Raman scattering intensities are very weak because o f the roughness of 

the exposed surfaces. Therefore a backscattering geometry is used in which the laser 

beam was incident on the cathode from the end of the cell in a direction perpendicular to 

the sandwich layers. Backscattering cells have been used for in situ X-ray diffraction 

measurements [2, 8]. The in situ Raman cell was made of teflon and equipped with an 

optical window on the top. A stainless steel mesh was used as both current collector and 

cathode surpport. A detailed stretch can be found in Reference [15].

Low temperature (LT) y-Liog^V^O; was used as the starting cathode material. The 

y-LioggViO; was prepared following the procedures described by Murphy et a l [1] and 

characterized as described in Chapter 2. The cathode was made by mixing 85% (weight 

%) of y-LiogsVjOj, 12% of Katjen carbon black and 3% of polyvinylidene fluoride 

(PVDF) in an ethanol solution. The slurry was then pasted on a stainless steel mesh and 

dried at 120 °C under vacuum for four hours. A IM LiClO^ propylene carbonate 

(PC)-dimethyl carbonate (DMC) solution (1:1 in volume) was used as the electrolyte and 

metallic lithium foil as the anode. A microporous polypropylene thin film (Celgard 

2400™) was used as the separator. The cell was assembled in a dry box under an argon 

atmosphere and galvanostatically cycled between 2.0 and 3.7 volts with a current density 

of 0.15 mA/cm".

Raman spectra were measured at various potentials during the second discharge process 

with a Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman system using an argon ion laser (514.5 nm) as the
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excitation source. The experimental details are similar to that described in Chapters 2 

and 3. A super holographic notch filter (Kaiser Optics) centered at 514.5 nm was used 

with the Raman system in the single monochromator mode. A thermoelectrically-cooled 

CCD detector measured the scattering intensity. All Raman spectra were collected at a 

spectral resolution of 2 cm ' in a backscattering geometry through an 80x microscope 

which reduced the laser beam to a 2fi diameter spot focused on the cathode mixture. 

Because prolonged illumination with a  relatively intense laser beam resulted in visible 

thermal damage to the cathode materials, all Raman spectra were collected with a laser 

intensity below 10 mW within 300 seconds, and the samples were visually checked with 

the microscope for damage after measurements.

4.3 Results and Discussion

Electrochemical intercalation/deintercalation reactions of lithium ions with y-Liog^ViO; 

cause topotactic structural modifications. Cocciantelli et al. [3, 20] studied the 

formation of different metastable phases during the electrochemical and chemical 

deintercalation processes. The y-LiogjVjOs structure consists of distorted (VO;)^ 

bipyramids as the basic structural units. The bipyramids share two edges and form 

double ribbons. These double ribbons are then coimected through the apex oxygen 

atom to form puckered layers in the (010) plane. Lithium atoms occupy the 4c 

octahedral sites (space group between the layers. The extraction of lithium atoms
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from y-Lio ssVzOj structure result in an unfolding of the puckered (VO$)n layers to form a 

more relaxed structure. The y-phase persists in the range 0.40<x<0.95, but a new phase, 

y', appears when x becomes smaller than 0.4. The y' phase consists of similar puckered 

(VOs)„ layers as in y-Lig ̂ V^O;. X-ray diffraction results showed slight changes of the a- 

and c- parameters accompanying extraction of lithium ions and the rearrangements of the 

(VOj)„ structural layers to accommodate the electronic changes.

Upon lithium insertion, the y-phase retains its topotactic structure until x reaches 1.4, 

where a new phase, Ç, appears. X-ray diffraction data [3] showed that the Ç phase also 

contains double VO5 ribbons, and its unit cell parameters are close to those of 

y-LiogjViOs- Several new features appear in the diffraction spectrum for the composition 

X = 1.8. However, the attempt to index the diffraction pattrem with an orthorhombic cell 

was not fully satisfactory. In the C, phase, some of the inserted lithium ions are located at 

tetrahedral positions and may cause only local structural modifications of the V-0 layers 

which are not easily detectable by x-ray diffraction methods.

The discharge behavior o f a y-Lig VzO^-based cell is shown in Fig. IV-2. The curve 

was recorded during the second cycle with a potential between 3.7 and 2.0 V. Two 

plateaus, at 3.5 V and 2.4 V, were observed during the discharge process. The 

electrochemical behavior of y-Li%V,0; during the second cycle will generally reflect the 

cathode behavior of a Li^VzOs-based lithium battery. The in situ Raman spectra were 

recorded during the discharge process at different potentials: 3.6 V (x = 0.1), 3.3 V (x =
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0.93), 2.40 V (x = 1.15), and 2.15 V (x = 2.05). The first composition corresponds to the 

y* phase, the next two compositions to the y phase, and the last composition to the ^ 

phase, as described by Cocciantelli et al. [3].

The in situ Raman spectra recorded at the four potentials are shown in Figs. IV-3 and 4 

and their frequencies are summarized in Table IV-1. These spectra can be conveniently 

divided into a high frequency region (800 to 1100 cm ') and a low fi%quency region (200 

to 800 cm '). The y-LimV^O, spectrum has four bands at 986,960,940, and 873 cm ' in 

the high frequency region. The y-LiogaVjOj spectrum shows five peaks at 983, 968, 960, 

940 and 875 cm ' and the y-Li, spectrum has peaks at 983,960, 940, and 875 cm '. 

Although the three spectra are similar in terms of the band positions, there are 

differences in spectral intensities. The intensities of bands at 986 and 940 cm ' in the 

y'-Lio.iViOj phase are significantly decreased compared to the other two phases. The 

spectrum measured at x = 2.05 in the phase appears quite different with respect to the y 

and y phases. Although these strong bands at 984 and 943 cm ' are similar to the other 

phases, the 960 cm ' band present in the other three compositions appears to split into 

two weak bands at 970 and 957 cm*'. In addition, the strong band around 875 cm*' 

disappears in the (i -̂phase.

The spectral differences in the low frequency region (200 to 800 cm*') are equally 

striking for the four compositions. The y’-Li,,, VjOj spectrum shows several medium
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Fig. IV-2 Discharge curve of the second cycle with a current density 

of 0.15 mA/cm^, A (x=0.1), B (x=0.93), C (x=1.15), and D (x=2.05)
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Fig. rV-3 Raman spectra of Li^VjO, from 800 to 1100 cm ' for different 

intercalation degrees: x=0.1 (A), 0.93 (B), 1.15 (C), and 2.05 (D). 

The major frequencies are labeled on the spectra.
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The major frequencies are labeled on the spectra with a unit cm '.
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intensity bands at 728, 697, 628, 515, 450, 290 and 272 cm '. There are also several 

weak features at 697, 543, and 437 cm '. The three sharp peaks at 450, 515 and 628 cm ' 

in the /-Lig [V,0; spectrum disappear in the spectrum of the y-Ligg^ViO, phase. In the 

latter spectrum, there are several weak bands at 649, 436, 328, and 234 cm '; in addition 

the strong peak at 728 cm ' becomes broadened and its peak position shifts to 726 cm '. 

It is especially interesting that the spectrum of y-Lii ijV,Os shows several distinctive 

changes relative to that of y-LigggViO;. The 728 cm ' band further shifts to lower 

frequency and splits into two bands at 724 and 714 cm''. The band at 293 cm' in 

y-Liqg^ViO; and 290 cm ' in y'-LiojViOs is not seen in the y-Li, uVjOj phase. The 

scattering intensity of the 272 cm ' band was noticeably reduced in y-Li, There is

also a broad weak feature around 217 cm ' which is also quite visible in the two y phase 

compositions. The spectrum recorded at x = 2.15 has a very high noise level, but several 

weak peaks appear in the low frequency region, such as the bands at 326, 295, 272, and 

217 cm'.

Several ex situ vibrational spectroscopic studies of (VO;),-based structures have been 

reported [10, 13, 14, 21, 22]. The assignments of several lithium vanadium oxide 

materials were described in Chapter 2, as observed in both the transmission and the 

Raman spectra [12]. It should be noted that these assignments rely heavily on earlier
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Table IV-1. Raman frequencies (cm ') of various phases

y'-Li<j jV iO s y-Lio,93 V  2O 5 Y'Lii.isViO; S-LiusVzO,

986 m 983 s 983 s 984 s

— 968 sh — 970 sh

960 s 960 s 960 s 957 w

940 m 940 s 940 s 943 s

875 s 875 s 875 s —

728 s 726 s 724 s 720 w

697 w — 714s —

628 m 649 w 628 m “

543 w 543 w — —

515s 516 w 518 m —

450 s — 450 s —
437 sh 436 m — —

— 328 w 328 w 326 w
290 m 293 m — 295 w

272 s 272 s 272 m 272 w

234 w 217 sh 217 sh
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assignments for the V2O5 structure proposed by Granquivst et al [22]. and Lucazeau et al 

[13]. Hence the description of the modes given here must be regarded as tentative. The 

strong bands at 986 cm ' in y'-Lio iV^O;, 983 cm*' in y-Lio ĵV^Os and y-Li,jsVjOj, and 

984 cm*' in the d^-phase, are related to the \  symmetric vibrations of the shortest 

vanadium oxygen bond, which is V=0. The vibrations in the range between 940 and 

970 cm*' contain contributions from the motion o f the apex or base oxygen atoms in the 

pyramids. The vibration around 875 cm*' originates in the bending modes of the 

comer-sharing oxygen atoms. The assignments of bands below 800 cm*' are very 

complicated and even more ambiguous. The peaks at 730 cm*' and 272 cm*' are assigned 

to vibrations involving the edge-sharing oxygen atoms. It is clear that more research 

needs to be done in order to place the vibrational mode assignments of Li^ViOj on a 

firmer basis.

During the discharge process from 3.75 V to 2.0 V, the formation of the / ,  y, and 

phases originates in the rearrangements of the V -0 layers. X-ray diffraction data show 

that Li^ViO; has similar diffraction patterns for x = 0.1 to 1.4, but the lattice parameters 

changes with the degree o f lithium intercalation [3]. The unit cell parameter along the 

(001) direction increases from 10.03 Â (x = 0.05, y*) to 10.70 Â (x = 1.4, y), whereas 

along the ( 100) direction it decreases from 9.93 A ( /)  to 9.74 A (y).

The Raman spectra provide additional information about local structures in these phases. 

The spectrum o f the highly deintercalated y-Li^VzOs (x = 0.1) appears to be quite similar
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to that of y-LiqggViO;. The extraction of lithium atoms does not return the structure of 

y-Liog^ViO; back to that of V^Oj, but mantains the basic structure o f the original 

intercalated phase (y). The relative scattering intensity changes of the bands at 983,960, 

and 940 cm ' suggest that the (VOs)„ pyramids adopt different arrangements in 

y-LiogjVnOs and y'-Lig [ViO,. The shift of the 983 cm ' band in y-LigggViO, to 986 cm ' 

in the y'-phase may originate in the partial regeneration of the V=0 double bond 

properties upon removal of lithium ions.

The Raman spectra recorded at x = 0.93 and 1.15 are quite interesting. The discharge 

curve (Fig. IV-2) shows a sudden potential drop from 3.3 V to 2.4 V for 0.9 < x <1.2. 

This drop originates in the reduction of V*" to V"** when lithium atoms take up the 

tetrahedral sites. However the x-ray diffraction data show only a slight unit cell change 

for this reduction process [3]. Although the in situ Raman spectra at x = 0.93 and 1.15 

are similar in the high frequency region (800 to 1100 cm '), the two phases show quite 

distinctive spectral behavior below 800 cm '. The spectral changes in y-Li,jgViO; 

relative to y-Liqg^ViO; include the splitting of the band at 724 cm ', the absence of the 

band at 293 cm ' and the presence o f bands at 628, 518 and 450 cm '. These data argue 

strongly that lithium ion occupancy o f the tetrahedral sites leads to a significant local 

structural modification.

The Raman spectrum of the Ç-phase shows a very different profile compared with the 

other three phases. The strong peak at 875 cm ' is not observed in this phase. In general 

the overall Raman scattering intensities are very weak, which may be attributed in part to
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inhomogeneous broadening originating in the increased local disorder for values of x>l. 

In turn the increased local disorder may be responsible for the capacity decline of the 

cathode. On the other hand, Li^V^O; with x > I are highly colored materials , which 

may also reduce the Raman scattering intensities. At this high degree of intercalation, 

the fluorescence of the transition metal oxides also presents another experimental 

difficulty in recording the Raman spectra.

4.4 Conclusion

In situ Raman spectra of Li^ViO; have been recorded on an operating lithium 

rechargeable battery. The spectral changes during the lithium deintercalation process 

provide important structural information that is not obtainable via other structural 

analysis methods. Differences in the spectra of y, y' and phases make it possible to 

identify the presence of these phases during lithium intercalation/deintercalation 

reactions. The frequencies and intensities which appear to be most sensitive to changes 

in the degree of lithium intercalation occur in bands between 200 and 750 cm ', although 

changes are also observed in the region from 800 to 1000 cm '. It is particularly 

noteworthy that significant differences are seen between the spectrum of y-Lig gjViOs and 

that of y-Li| isViOj. These two materials are ostensibly in the same phase, differing only 

in their lithium content.
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This study demonstrates the potentiai of in situ Raman spectroscopy as a powerful 

technique for identifying phase changes as well as studying local structural changes 

upon insertion/removal of lithium ions of intercalation compounds during 

charge/discharge processes.
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Chapter V Mesostructural Materials as Electrodes 
ia Lithium Rechargeable Batteries

5.1 Introduction

Transition metal oxides which undergo intercalation reactions are particularly of interest 

in lithium rechargeable batteries. Chapter One has given a brief overview of different 

electrode materials. These intercalation compounds include layered structures, such as 

lithium vanadium pentoxide, lithium cobalt oxide, lithium nickel oxide and tunnel-like 

intercalation structures such as spinel Lii+^MniO*. One of the most important properties 

of cathode materials is that lithium ions can be reversibly inserted/extracted from the 

host structures. To date, vanadium and manganese oxides have attracted the most 

interest for their potential applications in lithium batteries, due to their high energy 

density and relatively low costs [I].

Intensive research has been devoted to increasing capacities and improving reversibility 

of cathodes. For most transition metal oxide cathodes the lithium intercalation process 

is not completely reversible. After a deep discharge process and long cycling, a fraction 

of the lithium ions may remain inside the host structures, which causes a decrease in the 

cathode capacities. Repeated charge/discharge of a lithiiun battery may cause permanent 

structural modification in the cathode. Intercalation of lithium ions may also cause
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phase transitions such as the Jahn-Teller distortion as found in spinel Li^MniO^ [2, 3]. 

Extensive research is currently underway in order to improve the existing cathode 

materials and find new candidates for better battery performance.

Low temperature solution synthesis techniques [4] such as the sol-gel process provide 

interesting cathode materials for use in lithium batteries. Amorphous materials from 

sol-gel processes have finer particle sizes and somewhat lower diffusion barriers for 

lithium ions compared to the crystalline phases. Thus cathode materials prepared from 

solution reactions have higher energy densities and longer cycling life [4-6].

Tliere has been an intense research effort to find new cathode materials with more open 

structures. Although amorphous cathodes have better electrochemical performance 

when compared to the crystalline materials, their basic structural units are similar to 

those of the crystalline phases. However lithium ions must still overcome a relatively 

high diffusion barrier to transport through the interstitial tunnels or layers formed by 

OM.J polyhedra during the charge/discharge processes, and lithium ions may become 

stuck in the host structure after many repeated cycles.

The intercalation of polyfethylene oxide) into a ViO$ xerogel was reported by Liu et 

a/.[7] and Costa et. al. [8]. The PEO-modified VjOs showed an improvement of the 

conductivity and diffusion coefficient for the lithium ions. Manev et al. [9] attempted to 

modify the Li^VjOg structure by introducing small amounts of inorganic compounds
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into the V-O layers. The expanded Li^VjOg exhibited higher capacity and better 

reversibility compared to the regular Li^VjOg. They pointed out that the expansion of 

the interlayer spacing leads to an increased mobility and enhanced distribution of the 

lithium ions in the Li^V^Og layers. Recently, Leroux et al. [10] inserted polyaniline into 

the interlayer spacing of V^O; xerogel. The modified VzO, also showed an improved 

capacity and reversibility. The authors attributed the improvement to the decrease of 

electrostatic and steric effects around lithium ions inside the enlarged layers. 

Nanjundaswamy et al. [11] prepared a series of three-dimensional framework structures 

such as Li^Fei(SO^)] and Li^TiifPO^)]. The interconnected open channels formed from 

the XO4 (X=S or P) tetrahedra and MOj (M=Fe, Ti, Cr, or V) octahedra units allow fast 

transport of lithium ions. Electrochemical data showed that the Li^Fe^fSO^)] structure 

can be cycled between 2.0 and 3.9 V with a capacity above 100 mAh/g. The synthesis 

of three dimensional open structural materials provides a new direction for the 

preparation o f cathode materials.

Three-dimensional open structural materials also exist in nature, such as zeolites. 

Zeolites are a group of silicate or aluminosilicate materials. Natural zeolites are formed 

in the crust o f the earth through hydrothermal reactions and characteristically have a 

three-dimensional framework with open pore sizes up to 14 A. The basic building 

blocks in zeolites are SiO^ and AIO4  tetrahedra. Synthetic zeolites are obtained from 

hydrothermal reactions under relatively mild conditions. Small organic molecules are 

often used as structure-directing agents or templates during the formation of zeolites. To
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some degree, framework structure, pore size and distribution can be controlled by 

changing the structure-directing molecules or reaction conditions [12].

Hydrothermal synthesis has also been employed for the preparation of transition metal 

oxides [1, 9, 11, 13-15] for battery applications. Cathode materials resulting from 

hydrothermal reactions have more open structures compared to either the crystalline 

materials from high temperature solid state synthesis or amorphous cathode materials 

from solution reactions or sol-gel processes. The enlarged interlayers resulting from 

hydrothermal reactions facilitate transport of lithium ions during the cycling process.

An important class of materials with open structures are mesoporous materials, which 

have similar structures to zeolites, but with larger pore sizes (20 to 100 Â). Beck et al. 

[16] first reported the synthesis of inorganic mesoporous materials, designated as M41S, 

by using ionic surfactant template molecules. The M41S materials are characterized by: 

I) an ordered channel system with cubic, lamellar or hexagonal pores; 2) large pore sizes 

in the range 20 to 100 A; 3) high internal specific surface areas. Typically the mesosize 

channels are inter-connected throughout the three-dimensional framework. Mesoporous 

materials have been extensively studied as heterogeneous catalysts in selective cracking 

of petroleum products. Since the discovery of the M41S in 1992, a tremendous amount 

of research has been directed to understand the templating mechanism and formation 

kinetics [17-20]. Recently transition metal-substituted mesostructural materials were 

reported, such as vanadosilicates [21,22], manganosilicates [23], titanosilicates [24] and
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galloaluminosilicates [25], where the metal ions are incorporated into the silicate walls. 

Morey et al. [26] reported that vanadium oxide species can be impregnated into the 

mesoporous channels through solution reactions of previously calcined samples.

Mesostructural materials were initially prepared using cationic or anionic surfactants 

[17. 18, 20]. Bagshaw et al. [27] reported that mesostructural materials can also be 

prepared using PEO-based nonionic surfactants. The mesoporous silicates, as well as 

alumina-, titania-, and zirconia-subsituted silica, have been synthesized by hydrolysis 

reactions in the presence o f polyethylene oxide (PEO) surfactants. Also pure alumina, 

tin oxide, and zirconia were prepared by hydrolysis of the corresponding alkoxides in 

the presence of a variety o f nonionic PEO-based surfactants as the templating agents. 

The templating molecules can be removed by heat treatment around 500 °C.

The structural characteristics o f the mesoporous M41S materials are highly desirable for 

electrode applications in rechargeable lithium batteries. The unique, well-defined 

mesosize channels provide a fast transport tunnel tor lithium ions, thereby improving the 

reversibility and cycling properties. The mesostructural materials possess much higher 

specific surface areas ( 1000 cm"/g) when compared to the crystalline, amorphous or the 

nanosize materials, which will increase their electrochemical capacities. The redox 

reactions around the incorporated transition metal ions provide the necessary potential 

for electrochemical processes. The mesostructural materials may accommodate large 

amotmts of lithium ions without causing severe structural modification because of the
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existence of the open channels. This property would be extremely important for cathode 

materials in lithium rechargeable batteries. This part of the research explores, for the 

first time, the preparation and application of mesostructural materials as electrodes for 

lithium rechargeable batteries, emphasizing manganese oxide-based mesostructural 

materials as cathodes and tin oxide-based mesostructural materials as anodes.

5.2 Manganese Oxide-Based Mesostructral Materials as Cathodes

Manganese-substituted mesoporous materials were first prepared by Zhao and Goldfarb 

[23] using as precursors MnCU and tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) in the presence of 

cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB). The manganese atoms substituted into the 

frameworks in Mn:Si molar ratios which ranged from 0.0004 to 0.1. For the 

electrochemical application of the mesoporous materials, high Mn:Si molar ratios are 

desirable in order to increase cathode capacities. In this work several Mn-substituted 

mesostructures and manganese oxide-based mesostructures have been prepared using 

different templating surfactants.
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5.2.1 Preparation of manganese oxide-based mesostructural materials

Six manganese oxide-based mesostructural materials were synthesized following the 

compositions shown in Table V-I.

Table V-I. Compositions of the resultant gels

Sample # SiOz Li,0 MnOi Templates H P Synthesis

MFZ-1 1.00 0.25 0.20 0.45 CTAB 65.00 175 T ,  42 hrs

MFZ-2 — 0.50 1.00 0.15 PEO 80.00 170°C, 72hrs

MFZ-3 1.00 0.25 0.20 0.45 CTAB 80.00 170 °C, 36 hrs

MFZ-4 1.00 0.25 1.00 0.26 CTAB 180.00 165 °C, 37 hrs

MFZ-5 1.00 0.25 1.00 0.26 CTAB 180.00 167 “C, 40 hrs

MFZ-6 — 1.00 1.00 0.10 PEO 150.00 160 X , 24 hrs

Sample MFZ-1

A 12.5 ml 2M LiOH solution was added under constant stirring to a CTAB solution (30 

ml, 25% (weight), Aldrich). This solution was then mixed with 1.73 g of manganese 

acetate (Alfa Aesar) and 10.44 g of TEOS (Alfa Aesar) and the total volume was 

brought to 75 ml. The gel obtained using this method was stirred at 90 °C for four hours
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and then treated in a Teflon-lined Parr pressure reactor at 175 °C for 42 hours. The solid 

product was recovered and calcined at 500 °C for four hours.

Sample MFZ-2

A 50 mL 2M LiOH solution was added under constant stirring to a PEO-surfactant (15 

mL. 0.1 M C|6(EO),o, TCI America). To the solution 12.6 g of MnCL was added and the 

total volume was adjusted to 160 mL with distilled water. The resulting suspension was 

stirred at 90 °C for four hours and then hydrothemally reacted in a Teflon-lined Parr 

reactor at 170 °C for 72 hours. The solid product was recovered and calcined at 500 °C 

for four hours.

Sample MFZ-3

A 12.5 mL 2M LiOH solution was added under constant stirring to a CTAB solution (30 

mL, 25% (weight), Aldrich). This solution was then combined with 6.12 g of sodium 

silicate (N brand, 27% silica, Aldrich) and 2.87 g of manganese nitrate (Alfa Aesar). 

The gel was stirred at 90 °C for four hours and then transferred to a Parr pressure reactor 

where it was treated at 170 °C for 36 hours. The solid product was recovered and 

calcined at 500 °C for four hours.
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Sample MFZ-4

A 13.5 mL 2M LiOH solution was added under constant stirring to a CTAB solution (21 

ml. 25% (weight), Aldrich). To this solution was added 10.58 g o f TEOS solution and 

14.29 g of Mn(N0;)2 4H2O (Aldrich). The gel was then treated under hydrothermal 

conditions at 165 °C for 37 hours. The resulting product was recovered and calcined at 

520 °C for eight hours.

Sample MFZ-5

A 13.5 mL 2M LiOH solution was added under constant stirring to a CTAB solution 

(21 ml, 25% (weight), Aldrich). To the solution was added 14.02 g of Mn(N0;)2 4H2O 

(Aldrich), 10 mL of 37% HCl and 160 ml of distilled water. Hydrothermal treatment 

was carried out at 167 °C for 40 hours.

Sample MFZ-6

4.25 g of PEO-based surfactant (TCI America) was dissolved in 180 mL of distilled 

water at 70 °C. To the solution was added 5.20 g of LiOH HiO (Fluka). Manganese (II) 

chloride was used as the manganese source. 7.87 g of MnClj reacted with 8.50 g of 

sodium ethoxide in 100 mL 50% (vol) ethanol according the following reaction:
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MnClz + 2Na(OCH2CH3)->Mn(OCH2CH3)2 + 2NaCl

The above suspension containing the Mn(OCHiCH3)2 precursors was combined with the 

PEO surfactant solution. The resulting gel was hydrothermally treated at 160 “C for 24 

hours. The final product was recovered and calcined at 500 °C for 4 hours.

5.2.2 Structural characterization

A) Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)

The TEM experiments were performed on a JEN-2000FX Electron Microscope at 200 

kV. The sample was suspended in isopropyl alcohol with sonication and then cast onto 

Lacey™ carbon 200 to form a single layer. The TEM photographs provide direct 

evidence for the formation o f mesosize channels.

B) Infrared spectroscopy

FTIR spectroscopy was recorded using a Broker IFS66V infrared system in the range 

400 to 4000 cm '. The samples were prepared as KBr pellets and the experimental 

details are described in Section 2.2.4.
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5.2.3 Cycling experiments

Considering that the ultimate goal of this part of the research is to find cathode materials 

for use in lithium batteries, the electrochemical cycling performance of cathode 

materials is of critical importance. Electrochemical testing was carried out on a two 

electrode test cell with the mesophase-based composite as the cathode, Li metal foil as 

the anode, and a IM solution o f LiClO^ in an equimoiar of propylene carbonate (PC) and

1.2 dimethoxycarbonate (DMC) as the electrolyte. A Celgard 2400™ thin film was used 

as the separator. The composite cathode was prepared by mixing mesostructural 

materials (83 wt %) with 15 wt % Ketjan carbon black and 2 wt % PVDF polymer 

binder in ethanol solution. The dried mixture was pressed at 10 tons/inch" pressure into 

a 13 mm diameter pellet with which contains about 20 mg of the active mesophase. The 

cathode pellet was dried at 200 °C for two hours before the cell was assembled under an 

argon atmosphere in a dry box. The charge/discharge tests were performed with an 

EG&G Model 263 Potentiostat/Galvanostat at a constant current density. The specific 

experimental conditions for each sample are shown in Table V-2. The capacity was 

calculated from the weight o f the cathode, the current, and the elapsed time o f discharge.
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Table V-2 Charge/discharge conditions of the mesophases

Sample # Current density 
(mA/cm‘)

Potential range 
(V)

Active cathode 
(mg)

Open circuit 
voltage (V)

MFZ-1 0.13 2.5-3.5 6.81 2.79

MFZ-2 0.15 1.5-3.5 16.20 2.72

MFZ-3 0.13 2.5-3.5 8.17 2.68

MFZ-4 0.13 4.3-2.5 11.56 3.21

MFZ-5 0.13 3.3-2.5 12.60 2.78

MFZ-6 0.13 3.8-2.5 9.43 3.05

5.2.4 Results and Discussion

A) TEM photographs

TEM photographs of samples MFZ-1 and MFZ-2 are shown in Figs. V-1 and V-2 

respectively. The manganese-substituted mesostructral silicates (MFZ-1) are 

characteristic of lamellar structures and the manganese oxide framework (MFZ-2) which 

possesses hexagonal channel arrangements. The channel dimensions are around 40 A, 

which are in good agreement with the results reported by Huo et al. [17] and Beck et al. 

[16, 18, 20].
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Fig. V IA TEM image ofMn-substitutedmesostructure MFZ-1. A lamellar 
arrangement can be seen with a pore size 4.1 nm.
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Fig V -IB  Another view of the lamellar arrangement.
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Fig. V-2 TEM image of manganese oxide framework MFZ-2. A hexagonal pore 
structure can be seen with a dimension of 3.9 nm.
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B) IR spectra

Fig. V-3 shows the IR spectra of the surfactant CTAB, MFZ-1, and calcined MFZ-1. 

The IR spectrum (curve A) of CTAB molecule shows three major absorption regions, 

2850-3020 cm ', 1460-1490 cm ', and 800-1100 cm '. The vibrations around the 3000 

cm ' can be contributed to the N-H or C-H stretching vibrations. The bands in the range 

1460-1490 cm ' are assigned as HNH bending and the vibrations below 1100 cm ' may 

be attributed to the long carbon chain of the surfactant.

The IR spectrum (curve B) of the as-synthesized MFZ-1 shows that the CTAB 

molecules are entrapped in the inorganic frameworks. The basic vibrational bands of 

CTAB appear in the spectrum of MFZ-1, with the exception of loss of some fine 

structure. The strong bands at 1009 and 441 cm ' are attributed to Si-O stretching and 

O-Si-O bending, respectively. The weak bands between the 441 and 1009 cm ' may be 

assigned to the vibrations of the silicate framework or the manganese species. The 

broad band at 3446 cm ' originates in the OH groups from the hydrothermal reactions.

The curve C in Fig. V-3 is the spectrum of the calcined MFZ-1 sample. The bands of 

the CTAB molecule are hardly seen in the calcined form. The bands at 1009 and 441 

cm ' are shifted to higher positions, indicating that removal of the templating molecules 

leads to a morphological change in the wall upon calcination. The differences between
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Fig. V-3 IR spectra of CTAB (A), MFZ-1 (B), and calcined MFZ-l (C)
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curve B and C are related to the structural changes of the wall induced by the calcination 

reaction. The vibrations o f the OH groups remain notable even after heat treatment.

C) Discharge behavior

The discharge curves of the mesostructrual materials are reported in Fig. V-4 through 

Fig. V-9. The discharge experiments were carried out using the galvanostatic method 

with a constant current The potential of the cell was recorded as a function of time. 

The cathode capacity was calculated as following:

Specific capacity (mAh/g)= (current (mA)* time (hour))/weight of active cathode (g)

Sample calculation for MFZ-1 :

Potential range: 2.5<V<3.5 

Current value: C=100 pA=0.1 mA

Time elapsed: t=30,265 seconds=8.4 hours 

Capacity = C * t=0.1 mA * 8.4 hours = 0.84 mAh 

Weight of the composite cathode: 8.2 mg 

Active mesophase: 8.2 * 83% = 0.681 mg 

Specific capacity of MFZ-1 = 0.84/0.681x10'^ = 123.4 mAh/g
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Fig. V-4 Discharge curve o f MFZ-1 during the second cycle
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Fig. V-3 Discharge curve of MFZ-2 during the second cycle 
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Fig. V-6 Discharge curve o f MFZ-3 during the second cycle
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The discharge curves were plotted with potential (E) versus cathode capacity. The 

capacities o f the above mesostructrual materials are reported in Table V-3.

Table V-3 Capacities of the mesostructrual cathodes

Cathode # Current (mA) Time Cathode w t (mg) Capacity

MFZ-1 0.10 8.40 6.81 124.0

MFZ-2 0.12 13.66 16.20 101.20

MFZ-3 0.10 6.80 8.17 83.14

MFZ-4 0.10 12.54 11.56 108.51

MFZ-5 0.10 12.50 12.60 99.56

MFZ-6 0.10 9.80 9.43 103.60

D) Discussion

The manganese oxide-based mesostructures have a potential plateau around 2.6 volts 

with a capacity from 83 to 124 mAh/g (Table V-3). Sample MFZ-1 provides a relatively 

high capacity o f 124 mAh/g. What is more interesting is that the discharge curve of 

MFZ-l has a single flat plateau between 2.5 to 2.7 V as shown in Fig. V-4. 

Conventional insertion materials such as Li,.,Co02 and Li^MniO^ provide theoretical 

capacities 274 and 188 mAh/g, respectively. However the cathode materials undergo
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Fig. V-7 Discharge curve of MFZ-4 during the second cycle
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Fig. V-9 Discharge curve of MFZ - 6  during the second cycle
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phase transitions as indicated by several potential plateaus during a deep discharge 

process. For example, there is a sudden potential drop from 4 V to 3 V in spinel 

Li^MniO^ cathode at x = 1. Phase transitions were also observed for the Lii„Co02 

cathode for x > 0.75 [28].

The sharp potential drops such as these must be avoided in an operating battery. 

Consequently the practical capacity o f a cathode material is limited by a single plateau. 

For example, Li^MuzO  ̂has a 4V plateau and a 3V plateau. The capacity of Li^MuiO^ in 

a 4V battery is about 95 mAh/g and 93 mAh/g in a 3V cell. The practical capacity of 

Lij.jCoO^ in the Sony lithium ion battery is about 98 mAh/g (x = 0 to 0.7). Therefore 

the practical capacity of the manganese oxide-based mesostructural materials are better 

than those o f the conventional intercalation cathodes.

5 J  Tin Oxide-Based Mesostructual Material as Anodes

Numerous carbonaceous materials which undergo reversible intercalation/deintercalation 

processes have been investigated for use in the anodes of rechargeable lithium-ion 

batteries during the past several years [29-42]. For example, well-crystallized graphite 

appears to be the most attractive carbon anode because its high capacity (e. g. one mole 

of lithium can be intercalated by six moles of carbon) and low electrode potential 

(0.01-0.2 vs Li). It has been observed that the electrochemical behavior of the carbon 

anodes depends not only on the type of carbon materials but also the solvent of the
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electrolyte system used in batteries. Nonaqueous solvents such as ethylene carbonate 

(ECVpropylene carbonate (PC) and EC/dimethyl carbonate (DMC) have been 

successfully used as the electrolyte. Moreover, graphite shows negligible reversible but 

large irreversible capacity when PC or tetrohydrofiiran (THE) is used as the major 

solvent of a electrolyte solution [43]. The irreversible capacity loss of the graphite 

anode has been attributed to the reduction of PC or THF on the graphite surface during 

the first Li-intercalation process [31, 39]. Fauteux and Koksbang [44] gave a review of 

anode materials for lithium batteries.

Transition metal oxides, such as LiFeO, [45], LiftFcjOj [46], and LiWO, [47], alloys 

such as LiAl, LiSi, and Li  ̂̂ Sn [48], and conducting polymers [49] have been studied for 

potential use in anodes of lithium batteries. Recently tin oxide and tin-substituted 

compounds were also reported for the use in the anodes of lithium rechargeable 

batteries. Lithium tin oxide has tremendous electrochemical capacity (up to 10 mole Li 

per mole of tin oxide) [50, 51]. Bagshaw et al. [27] prepared tin oxide mesostructrual 

materials using a PEO-based surfactant under hydrothermal conditions, however his 

work has focused on the catalytic properties o f this material. In this part, the preliminary 

results of tin-based mesostructrual materials utilized as intercalation anodes are reported.
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5.3.1 Sol-gel preparation of tin oxide

Tin (IV) acetate was added to a 2M LiOH solution with the Li : Sn ratio 2 : 1 ,  and the 

suspension was agitated at 70 °C overnight. The precipitate was filtered, washed with 

distilled water and dried in a vacuum oven at 110 °C until its weight did not change with 

further drying. The final product was obtained upon heating the dried product at 400 °C 

for four hours.

5.3.2 Hydrothermal preparation of mesostructrual tin oxides

Tin oxide mesostructures and tin-substituted silicates were prepared using CTAB or 

nonionic PEO-surfactants as templates. The gel compositions of the reactants and 

reaction conditions are summarized in Table V-4.

Table V-4. Gel compositions and reaction conditions

Samples SiO, SnO; Li,0 Templates H,0 Synthesis condn.

Tin-1 — 1.00 1.00 0.15 PEG 120.00 160 °C 48 hours

Tin-2 — 1.00 1.00 0.30 CTAB 120.00 175 °C 24 hours

Tin-3 1.00 LOG 1.00 0.30 CTAB 240.00 135 “C 24 hours

Tin-4 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.30 CTAB 240.00 135 °C 24 hours
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The synthesis procedures of tin oxide compounds are similar to those of the manganese 

oxide mesostructures. SnCl^ was the source of SnO; and LiOH-HjO was added as the 

LiiO species. Tetramethyl orthosilicate and tetraethyl orthosilicate were used in Tin-3 

and Tin-4, respectively, as the silicate sources. The tin-containing gels were agitated 

and then placed in a Parr pressure reactor for hydrothermal treatment. The final 

products were calcined at about 500 °C before electrochemical characterization.

5.3.3 Electrochemical experiments

Although the tin oxide mesostructural materials are being developed as anode materials, 

their electrochemical performance was assessed in a cell in which they functioned as a 

cathode against metallic lithium as an anode. This is the standard practice in the battery 

research field.

The cycling experiments were performed in a two-electrode cell

metallic lithium foil | Li* electrolyte | Tin composite cathode

with the following composition:

Tin composite cathode: 83 wt % of tin-based mesostructures

15 wt % BCâ 'en carbon black 
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2 wt % PVDF binder 

Li'electrolyte: 1 M LiClO^ in a  1:1 mol PC/DMC solution 

Metallic lithium anode: lithium foil with 2 mm thick

The charge/discharge experiments were performed galvanostatically with a constant 

current density at room temperature. The potential change of the cell was recorded as a 

function of time.

5.3.4 Cycling results and discussion

The discharge curves of tin oxide and the tin-based mesostructures are shown in Fig. 

V-10 through Fig. V-14. Their capacities are summarized in Table V-5.

Table V-5. Capacities of the tin oxide-based anodes

Sample # Current
(mA)

Active anode 
(mg)

Elepsed time 
(hour)

Capacity
(mAh/g)

tin oxide 
(sol-gel)

O.IO 15.50 19.84 128.00

Tin-1 0.15 15.75 18.12 172.60

Tin-2 0.10 9.67 16.30 169.00

Tin-3 0.10 6.89 11.16 162.40

Tin-4 O.IO 17.50 30.27 173.50
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Tin oxide-based mesophases (except sample Tin-2) have a potential plateau around one 

volt with a capacity above 160 mAh/g (Table V-5). The mesostructural materials have a 

higher capacity than the amorphous tin oxide from sol-gel synthesis (128 mAh/g). 

Several anode candidates for lithium rechargeable batteries are listed in Table 1-2. 

However most of the listed materials are not suitable for practical applications due to the 

poor safety considerations (metallic lithium), irreversible insertion reactions (LiAl, 

LL^Si and LisFe^Oj), too high anode voltage (LiMoO, and LLTi^O,;) and physical or 

chemical stability (polymer anode materials). As a result, intercalation carbon materials 

are currently the only practical choice as anodes for lithium rechargeable batteries.

Although well-crystalized graphite has a density of 2.2 g/cm^, the density of amorphous 

carbon powders is well below 1.0 g/cm\ A lithium ion battery using a carbon anode 

usually has a low volumetric energy density. Furthermore, carbon anodes may react 

with organic solvents such as PC and THF to form electrochemically inactive phases, 

which will further reduce the energy density and battery life. Tin oxide-based anodes 

appear to be a promising candidate for use in the lithium rechargeable battery [52, 53]. 

Indeed tin oxide-based mesostructural materials may become critically important as 

anode materials in the development of high energy density batteries.
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Fig. V-13 Discharge curve of Sn-substituted mesosilicate Tin-3 during the second cycle
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Fig. V-14 Discharge curve of Sn-substituted mesosilicate Tin-4 during the second cycle
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5.4 Summary

Mesoporous materials have been extensively explored as heterogeneous catalysts since 

1992 [16, 19, 22, 23, 27, 54]. However their use as electrode materials has not been 

reported. The preliminary results o f the cycling experiments indicate that the new 

mesostructural materials may find important applications in lithium rechargeable 

batteries.

The existence of the mesochannels presents a novel and unique way to enhance the 

discharge capacity and reversibility of lithium rechargeable batteries. As mentioned 

before, lithium intercalation into traditional intercalation compounds usually causes 

structural modifications, as illustrated in the following examples. An expansion of layer 

spacing was observed in layered compoimds such as graphite and Li^VjOj upon 

insertion of lithium ions. In a well-ordered graphite crystal the interlayer spacing 

increases by about 10% during Li intercalation to form C^Li [55]. A similar interlayer 

expansion was reported in the Li^VjOg cathode [56]. Lithium intercalation into Li^CoOj 

leads to a lattice distortion from hexagonal to monoclinical symmetry and a strong first 

order transition was also observed in the region at 0.75<x<0.93 [28]. A Jahn-Teller 

distortion occurs in spinel Li^Mn^O^ at x=l where lithium ions begin to occupy the 

tetrahedral sites between the M n-0 layers [28]. These structural modifications are 

related to both electronic and geometrical requirements for the inserted Li ions. The 

discharge capacity of an intercalation compound is determined by the amoimt of lithium
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ions which can be inserted into the host without significant structural changes. Graphite 

materials have larger interlayer spacing (3.5 Â) than transition metal oxides (around 2.5 

A). Therefore graphite has much higher theoretical discharge capacity compared to 

transition metal oxide compounds (372 mAh/g to about 200 mAh/g).

One important issue which needs to be explored is how the lithium ions coordinate with 

the transition metal species inside the mesopores. Sato et ai. [57] recently reported that 

highly disordered graphite can take one mole of Li per two moles of C (C^Li) with a 

specific discharge capacity of 680 mAh/g. This extra specific capacity is attributed to 

the formatioa of Li] molecules between the carbon layers. The capacity has no limit 

imposed by the electronic balance requirement because the insertion of lithium ions 

involves little change in the electronic state of the host; consequently the capacity 

increase is limited only by steric and geometrical considerations. A similar conclusion 

may be applied to the mesostructural materials in lithium intercalation processes. 

Mesostructural materials have open channels with pore sizes in a range fiom 20 to 100 

A, and it is this unique structural property which provides an ideal system for the lithium 

intercalation. Lithium intercalation in a mesochannel and in a layered compound is 

schematically shown in Fig. V-15. The open channel system can accommodate more 

lithium ions and enhance lithium ion transport during the charge/discharge processes.

The coordination environments of transition metal ions in the mesostructures are not 

understood at present time. The transition metal oxide polyhedra may either attach to
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Fig. V-15 Schematical representation of lithium ions in; (A) regular insertion compounds
and (B) mesostructural materials
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the silicate wail or incorporate into the silicate framework. According to Morey et al. 

[26], the substituting atoms (V, Ti, Mn, etc) are most likely incorporated into the wall. 

For heterogeneous catalytic applications, mesostructural materials are designed to have 

rigidly crystalline walls with isolated, active catalytic sites. In contrast, a high content 

of transition metal atoms will decrease the crystallinity of the wall, which may facilitate 

lithium diffusion in battery applications. Furthermore a high concentration of transition 

metal ions in the wall can increase the discharge specific capacity. To this end, a 

consistent effort was made to synthesize mesostructural materials with a high content of 

transition metal oxide species.

The cathode capacity shown on the first cycle is about 30% higher than that on the 

second cycle for the most mesostructural materials (data not shown). The capacity loss 

is attributed to the presence of OH groups in the samples obtained from hydrothermal 

reactions. These OH groups can exist even after heat treatment at 500 °C (see Fig. V-3). 

Lithium ions may be trapped by the OH groups and contribute to the irreversibility in 

the subsequent charge process. Kanno et al. [45] and Chirayil [13] also reported the 

existence o f hydroxyl groups in cathode materials prepared from hydrothermal reactions.

These preliminary results show that mesostructural materials from templating syntheses 

are electrochemically active and may find important applications in lithium rechargeable 

batteries. The unique structural properties o f the mesostructual materials are ideal for
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cathodes and anodes undergoing intercalation/deintercalation reactions. Much research 

work needs to be done in the future, including:

I ) Optimization of synthesis conditions

2) New precursors for pure transition metal oxide mesostructural materials

3) Structural characterization

4) Elucidation of the mechanism of lithium intercalation

5) Detailed studies of electrochemical properties
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